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ABSTRACT 
It has recently been shown that Bayesian networks with hidden variables represent a wider 
range of probabilistic distributions than Bayesian networks without hidden variables. After 
introducing the general concept of a hidden variable and how it can be understood in Bayesian 
networks, we present a distinction between optimizing and essential hidden variables. We 
propose that it is only essential hidden variables that add representational power to Bayesian 
networks. We then explain past research with hidden variables in light of this new distinction 
and implement an exploratory algorithm to find essential hidden variables and to examine the 
conditions on the distribution that hint at their existence. 
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction to Hidden Variables 
Humans have always been fascinated by what they do not understand. Using whatever tools 
are at our disposal, we attempt to fill any gaps in their knowledge. Studies of science, religion, 
art, and other disciplines have informed us of the attributes of our world in various ways. 
However, no matter the tool, complete knowledge of our physical and intellectual environment 
has evaded us. For certain quantities, we either lack sufficient tools to measure them or they 
are fundamentally unmeasurable. These unknowns, when taken in a computational context, 
are the topic of this paper: hidden variables. 
Our primary concern is representation of these hidden variables in a computational model. 
Hidden variables are also called unknown, unmeasured, unobservable, or latent variables. 
A major research question examined by computer scientists with regard to Bayesian net-
works has been the detection and instantiation of these hidden variables. Computationally 
feasible discovery of hidden variables would impact a wide variety of fields - some examples: 
• Psychology: In Solomon Asch's [Asch, 1951] experiment on conformity, it was found 
that an experimental subject will conform to the opinions of fellow subjects even if the 
judgments of fellow subjects are clearly incorrect - experimental subjects rate a line A 
as longer than a line B if their cohort rated the lines similarly (regardless of the actual 
lengths of A and B). A hidden variable in this experiment is a subject's belief about the 
length of the lines. The number of fellow subjects and how knowledgeable they appear 
impacted the hidden variable while which line the subject says is longer can be taken as 
one indication of the hidden variable. 
• Medicine: Many people would find a reliable, quantified indicator of heart attack a 
useful statistic but a quantity like this cannot be directly measured. Instead, a variety 
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of measures such as blood pressure, exercise level, and participation in risky activity 
are used in some combination to estimate the heart attack risk of a patient. Using an 
accurate estimate of this quantity as a hidden variable would help make diagnoses more 
accurate. 
• Religion: More abstractly, we can view the concept of God as a hidden variable with 
observations and experiences in our world taken as evidence of God's existence or non-
existence. We can represent this variable and make inferences assuming existence or non-
existence. Whether the existence of God can be objectively proven is up to theologians 
but a rigorous use of hidden variables would provide another approach for their discussion. 
One computational model that has been proposed to probabilistically approximate these 
situations is the Bayesian network .. Each situation is represented in a Bayesian network by a 
graph where each attribute of the data is represented by a vertex and paths through edges 
in the graph indicate influence. Rather than representing the situation by the probability 
of each possible combination of the attributes of interest, a joint (probability) distribution 
over the attributes, the Bayesian network factorizes the joint distribution into numerous local 
(probability) distributions centered on each attribute. It does this by linking each vertex to a 
data structure storing the conditional probability of each value of the corresponding attribute 
given each combination of the parent vertices' values. This enables us to simplify computation 
by only using information from related attributes while ignoring unrelated attributes. It also 
enables humans examining a particular attribute in the network to easily determine the related 
attributes and ignore the others. 
For example, if we wish to represent the attributes {Weather, GrassColor, SkyColor, MyH airColor} 
the joint distribution would tell us the probability of each combination of Weather, GrassC olor, 
S kyC olor, and M yH airC olor. A Bayesian network would factorize this information accord-
ing to how attributes interrelate. Figure 1.l(a) displays one Bayesian network that shows that 
M yH airC olor does not impact the other attributes through a lack of paths between the vertex 
representing My H airC olor and the other vertices. To calculate the probability that the grass 





Figure 1.1 Two simple Bayesian networks representing the discussed at-
tributes (a) without and (b) with a hidden variable. 
is - we only need to know W eather1 . 
This work is mainly concerned with the use of hidden variables in the context of these 
Bayesian networks. Hidden variables provide an additional level of representational power in 
these networks. By inferring unmeasured attributes as interacting with the measured ones, the 
measured attributes can often be modeled as depending on fewer other attributes. In addition, 
the unmeasured attributes can be examined with such questions as the probability of their 
existence, the number of states they have, and how exactly they interact with the measured 
(or other unmeasured) attributes. 
Adding to the above example, one possible unmeasured attribute might be AngryGod 
that has values yes and no that impacts Weather, SkyColor and MyH airColor (as shown 
in Figurel.l(b)). Now Weather can be seen as not directly impacting SkyColor but rather 
doing so through AngryGod, reducing the number of measured attributes that depend on 
Weather. We can also examine the probability of the hidden variable AngryGod through 
whether M yH airC olor is linked to Weather strongly or weakly, whether the two values of yes 
and no are sufficient to characterize AngryGod, and whether AngryGod should also be linked 
to Grasse olor directly rather than through Weather. 
As Kim and Nevatia [Kim and Nevatia, 2000] put it, hidden variables may be used for 
1 Precise methods of determining how attributes influence one another in a Bayesian network are given in 
Section 2.4. 
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the semantic reasons we have discussed so far (e.g. [Simon, 1954]), for the compactness of 
the resulting Bayesian network (e.g. [Binder et al., 1997]), or to satisfy a set of axioms (e.g. 
[Pearl, 1986b]). These reasons correspond to two aims in the use of hidden variables: to 
discover elements not represented by the data that nonetheless impact the distribution of 
the measured data and to optimize the efficiency of the network structure in representing a 
distribution according to some score function2 • Most of the work in Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
has centered around the second aim - use of hidden variables to simplify Bayesian networks 
while not altering the distribution that the network represents (for example, see Figure 2.5). 
However, here we will focus on one method to detect hidden variables that are essential to 
a more accurate representation of the underlying distribution. Recent results in the theory 
of Bayesian networks [Geiger et al., 1998] have hinted that this type of hidden variable must 
exist. 
1.1 Motivating Example 
Although short examples are given in the preceding discussion, the following presents a 
more complete example of how Bayesian networks can use hidden variables. Consider the case 
of modeling four attributes from data collected from high school graduates: middle school 
grades (MSG), average middle and high school teachers' rating (MST and HST respectively) 
for the teachers the student had, and the student's SAT score3 . Let us say that a set of data 
collected gives the following statistical situation: Given no information about MSG, a student's 
MST does not influence their later SAT score. However, if MSG is high, the student is more 
likely to do well on their SATs. 
This situation may occur if students that simply have good teachers m middle school 
(high MST) are no more or less likely to do well on the SATs than other students with worse 
2Many in the field of artificial intelligence believe these aims are the same [Pearl, 1988]. The central argument 
is that hidden variables that optimize a network must take advantage of some characteristic of the underlying 
probability distribution. Therefore, there must be something about the underlying distribution that allows the 
hidden variable to have an effect for a scoring method to find adding the hidden variable to be a good idea. 
Further details can be found in [Pearl, 1988]. 
3 The SAT, or Scholastic Aptitude Test1m, is a standard test administered by the Educational Testing Service 
(ETS)1m and used by colleges to decide whether to admit students. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 1.2 Two Bayesian networks representing the discussed data (a) 
without and (b) with a hidden variable. 
middle school teachers. However, the data may indicate that those students who have good 
grades in middle school (high MSG) and good middle school teachers will do well on the SATs 
(as compared to other students with low grades and good teachers or good grades but poor 
teachers). 
A possible Bayesian network generated by a learning algorithm for this situation is depicted 
in Figure l.2(a). It represents that the middle school-related attributes are unrelated to the 
remaining attributes but does not have a mechanism to represent the relationship between 
MST and SAT given MSG. However, this relationship can be represented by adding a hidden 
variable that we have labeled AA for "academic aptitude" in Figure l.2(b). Even though AA 
cannot be measured, the existence of an attribute at the position between middle school grades 
(MSG) and SAT score allows the relationship between MST and SAT score given a high MSG 
to be represented in the network. Intuitively, a high MSG and high MST indicates a high AA 
which, in turn, indicates that the student will do well on the SAT. 
If a few more relationships hold in the data, we show in this thesis that AA is actually 
an essential hidden variable. This means that no network over the 4 measured attributes 
{MST, MSG, HST, SAT} can represent all the relationships described by our hypothetical 
data without a hidden variable. Specifically, our method gives a fast way to verify that the 
structure implied by our data cannot be represented by a Bayesian network of size 4 by ex-
amining all networks of size 4 and determining that no single network represents exactly the 
relationships represented in Figure 1.2(b). The network in Figure l.2(b) therefore is a more 
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accurate representation of our data distribution so inference using this network will be, on 
average, more accurate than the network in Figure l.2(a). Because the addition of a hidden 
variable enables this representation of the underlying distribution more accurately, we call this 
hidden variable essential to representing the distribution with a Bayesian network (it is an 
essential hidden variable). 
1.2 Overview 
Now that we have a general understanding of hidden variables and their place in Bayesian 
networks, we will begin a more rigorous examination of these concepts. We begin with some 
notation and definitions (Chapter 2) including the introduction of new terminology to charac-
terize how hidden variables are used in a network (Section 2.7). Once these are established, 
we review prior work with hidden variables in the social sciences and computer science (Chap-
ter 3). We then present Geiger's recent theoretical work asserting that Bayesian networks with 
hidden variables are more representationally powerful than those without (Chapter 4). 
Finally, we present an algorithm designed to discover if there are any other independence-
based conditions on a distribution that necessarily imply an essential hidden variable (Chap-
ter 5) and conclude with some experimental results. Through a systematic examination of all 
networks up to size 8, we have discovered that a Bayesian network that has an essential hidden 
variable must have an embedded W network in it (see Section 2.7 for definition) and that there 
appears to be no characterization of the relationships that must hold in this case. This result 
for small networks might be used in future work to establish necessary and sufficient conditions 
for essential hidden variables. 
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CHAPTER 2 Notation and Definitions 
This section describes terminology used in the discussion of essential hidden variables. Sec-
tions 2.1 through 2.3 are for those readers not familiar with graph and probability theory. 
Sections 2.4 through 2.6 present basic formal and computational properties of Bayesian net-
works. Section 2.7 introduces hidden variables in the context of being optimizing or essential, 
depending on their purpose in the network. 
2.1 Attribute Notation 
An attribute of a distribution of data is any characteristic of the data. Attributes are 
also referred to as variables but, to maintain a distinction between hidden information and 
known information, we will refer to known information as attributes and hidden information 
as hidden variables. Attributes will be assumed to be discrete but many ideas with applications 
to discrete attributes generalize to continuous attributes. An attribute X is said to take on a 
value x (denoted X = x) if, for a particular vector of data attribute values, the X attribute has 
value x. X, Y, Z, etc. represent single attributes and X,Y,Z, etc. represent sets of attributes 
- in almost all cases, sets of attributes and single attributes can be treated similarly. 
For example, if our data distribution relates to cars, some attributes might be color (C), 
type (T), and year (Y). An example of a data vector from a data set over these attributes 
would be (blue, compact, 2000) (denoti~g C =blue, T =compact, and Y = 2000). 
Occasionally we refer to attributes being distributed according to a particular probability 
function or just that the attribute has a particular (marginal) distribution function. This 
simply means that, given an input x, the probability function f(x) for X (denoted X,...., f(x)) 




Figure 2.1 Paths from X to Y through simple path P = {1,2,3} in an (a) 
undirected and (b) directed graph 
this probability function is not known but is sometimes estimated using simpler probability 
functions such as the normal distribution function. 
2.2 Basic Graph Terminology 
The translation of a distribution to a graph is such that each attribute of interest in the data 
is represented by a vertex in the graph. Edges in the graph represent relationships between 
attributes where the nature of the relationship depends on the graphical model. Attributes 
and vertices will be referred to interchangeably depending on whether the context is graphical. 
A directed simple path P on a directed graph between two vertices X and Y refers to an 
ordered set of unique vertices that lie between X and Y such that there is an edge from X to 
the first vertex in the set of vertices, between the first vertex and the second, etc. up to having 
an edge from the last vertex in the path to Y (depicted in Figure 2.l(b)). A simple path in an 
undirected graph is the same except that the edges are undirected (depicted in Figure 2.l(a)). 
We may also refer to undirected paths in directed graphs by ignoring the directions of the 
edges. There cannot be any cycles in a simple path because repeated vertices are not allowed. 
Given a vertex V in a directed graph, we can identify several classes of vertices related to it. 
All vertices with a directed edge to V are called parents of V, and all vertices with a directed 
edge from V are called children of V. The set of descendants of V, D, is defined recursively as 
follows: (a) All children of V are in D and (b) any child of a vertex in Dis in D. 
In Figure 2.l(b), all vertices are descendants of X, and X therefore has no non-descendants. 
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On the other hand, X is a non-descendant of all the other vertices represented. 
2.3 Independence Notation 
Given a data set representing a population, Pr(X -= x) is the fraction of the population 
with value x for attribute X. Similarly, Pr(X = x I Y = y) is calculated by considering only 
members of the population with value y for attribute Y and then calculating probability of 
value x for attribute X from that group. 
Attribute sets X and Y are said to be independent given attribute set Z (denoted X lL Y 
I Z) iff Pr(X=x I Y=y, Z=z) = Pr(X=x I Z=z) for all values x of X, y of Y and z of Z. 
Conceptually, this means that, in the subpopulation where Z=z, the value of X is not related 
to the value of Y in a probabilistic sense. Z is said to be in evidence as we must have evidence 
that Z=z for this independence between X and Y to hold. 
X and Y are said to be dependent given Z (denoted X fl- Y I Z) if the conditions for X lL 
Y I Z do not hold. A special case of independence is unconditional or marginal independence 
(denoted X lL Y) where Z = 0 implicitly - similarly, marginal dependence (denoted X fl-
Y) is dependence where Z = 0. 
For attributes X, Y, and Z, (X lL Y I Z)p denotes that the independence relation X J_ 
_I_ Y I Z is reflected by the distribution P by the rules of probability discussed above. For a 
graph G, (X lL Y I Z)a denotes X lL Y I Z can be inferred by a well-defined set of rules to 
be presented in the next section over the set of graphs. 
2.4 Bayesian Network Formalisms 
The following formal definitions are expanded from Pearl's book Probabilistic Reasoning in 
Intelligent Systems (Pearl, 1988]: 
Definition 1 (Dependence Map (D-Map)). A graph G is a dependence map of distribution 
P over attributes U if there is a one-to-one correspondence between the elements of U and the 
vertices V of G such that for all disjoint subsets X, Y,Z of elements we have (X lL YI Z)p => 
(X lL YI Z)a. 
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Intuitively, a graph is a D-Map if all independences represented m the distribution are 
represented in the graph. 
Definition 2 (Independence Map (I-Map)). A graph G is an independence map of dis-
tribution P over attributes U if there is a one-to-one correspondence between the elements of 
U and the vertices V of G such that for all disjoint subsets X, Y,Z of elements we have {X JL 
YI Z)a =} (X JL YI Z)p. 
Again intuitively, all independences represented in an I-map graph are represented in the 
distri bu ti on. 
Definition 3 (Minimal I-Map). A graph G is a minimal I-map of distribution P if no edges 
can be deleted from G without altering the property that G is an I-map of P. 
Definition 4 (Bayesian Network). Given a probability distribution Pon a set of attributes 
U, a directed acyclic graph (DAG) D = (V,E) is called a Bayesian network of P iff D is a 
minimal I-map of P. 
One example is the Naive Bayes network (depicted later in Figure 3.3): 
Definition 5 (Naive Bayes network). The Naive Bayes network is a specific type of 
Bayesian network where each attribute is independent of all other attributes gi"ven a specially-
designated class attribute. 
To derive the independences represented in the Bayesian network, we use the following 
d-separation rules: 
Definition 6 (D-separation [Pearl, 1988]}. Given a directed, acyclic graph D = {V,E), 
for all disjoint sets X, Y,Z ~ V, Z is said to cl-separate X from Y, denoted {X JL YI Z)n, 
if along every path between a node in X and a node in Y there is a node W satisfying one of 
the following two conditions: ( 1) W has converging arrows and none of W or its descendants 
are in Z, or {2) W does not have converging arrows and W is in Z. 
Informally, the d-separation rules break down into three recognizable cases: 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2.2 The three cl-separation rules. (1) Z shielding X from Y in a 
directed path, (2) Z shielding X from Yin an undirected path, 
and (3) Z or any child of Z blocking the path from X to Y. 
1. If there is a directed path from X to Y through Z, Z is in evidence (also referred to as Z 
shielding X from Y), and no other path indicates dependence then X lL Y I Z. Likewise, 
if Z is not in evidence along this directed path then (X ft- Y I Z)n. See Figure 2.2(a) 
for a graphical representation of this situation. 1 . 
2. If there is a directed path from Z to X and Z to Y, Z is in evidence (Z does not shield 
X from Y), and no other path indicates dependence then X .lL Y I Z. Likewise, if Z is 
not in evidence along this directed path then (X ft- Y I Z)n. See Figure 2.2(b) for a 
graphical representation of this situation. 
3. If there is a directed path from X to Z and Y to Z, neither Z nor any descendant of Z is 
in evidence, and no other path indicates dependence then X lL Y I Z. Likewise, if Z or 
any descendant of Z is in evidence along this directed path then (X )'.L Y I Z)n. Z is 
referred to as the collider as Z blocks the path from X to Y if not in evidence and opens 
the path from X to Y if it or any of its descendants are in evidence. This rule is known 
as the collision rule. See Figure 2.2(c) for a graphical representation of this situation. 
An example of a Bayesian network for some distribution over U = {X, Y, 1, 2, 3} is given in 
Figure 2.l(b) if V = {X, Y, 1, 2, 3} and E = {(X, 1), (1, 2), (2, 3), (3, Y)}. The independences 
1 Note that Bayesian networks, as I-Maps, only represent with certainty the independences of the distribution. 
If a dependence is indicated by the graph, that dependence may or may not hold in the represented distribution. 
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represented in Figure 2.l(b) are (X lL Y 11), (X lL Y I {1, 2} ), (X lL Y I {1, 2, 3} ), (X lL 
y 12),(X lL y I {2,3}),(X lL y I 3),(1llyI2),(1 ll y I 3),(X lL y I {1,3}),(1 JL y I 
{2,3}), (2 ll YI 3), (X lL 3 I 1), (X lL 3 I 2), (X lL 3 I {1,2}), (X lL 211), and (1 JL 3 I 2). 
Under the Markov Assumption, the cl-separation rules are a complete, feasible mechanism for 
inference of independences in Bayesian networks: 
Definition 7 (The Markov Assumption). The Markov Assumption for a network D = 
(V,E) is 
\IX E V, X lLNonDesc(X) IParentsOf(X). 
Intuitively, the Markov Assumption is that each attribute is independent of its non-descendants 
given its parents. One other concept is useful in discussing the relationship of one attribute to 
the others: 
Definition 8 (Markov Blanket). A Markov Blanket of an attribute X E U in a model over 
attribute set U is any S ~ U for which X lL (U - S - X) I S. 
Informally, if all of a Markov Blanket of an attribute is in evidence, the attribute is inde-
pendent of all remaining attributes in the model. For Bayesian networks, there is a convenient 
graphical representation of a Markov Blanket: 
Theorem 1 (Markov Blanket Property [Pearl, 1988]). The Markov Blanket of an at-
tribute X E U in a Bayesian network over attribute set U is the set of attributes that are the 
(a) parents, (b) children, or (c) parents of the children of the current node. 
This theorem contributes to a proof of the usefulness of cl-separation: 
Theorem 2 (D-separation is a Sound and Polynomially Complete Inference Mecha-
nism [Pearl, 1988]). Given a list L of independence relationships that form a Markov blanket 
for each element, a Bayesian network combined with the d-separation criterion constitutes a 
sound and polynomially complete inference mechanism relative to the closure of L. 
This means that cl-separation identifies in polynomial time every conditional relationship 
that follows logically from those in L [Pearl, 1988]. 
This theorem follows directly from the cl-separation rules. 
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2.5 Bayesian Networks as a Computational Tool 
Although this paper will focus on formal properties of Bayesian networks as discussed in 
the previous sections, it is useful to have an idea of how Bayesian networks store information 
and perform simple inference. Readers interested in other computational details of Bayesian 
networks are encouraged to read Pearl's book [Pearl, 1988] for the basics of learning Bayesian 
networks from data and inference using Bayesian networks. 
The probabilities of events related to attributes of a Bayesian network are stored as condi-
tional probability tables which record the probability of each of the attribute's possible values 
given the values of each of its parents. The Markov Assumption is what allows the compres-
sion of information by only remembering interactions with the parents of the vertex for the 
attribute (the local probability distribution) rather than all other attributes in the network 
(the joint probability distribution). 
A common example of a Bayesian network is the Alarm network, where a house's alarm 
system can be set off by an attempted burglary or an earthquake. When the alarm goes 
off, either John or Mary could call you to tell you that it is going off. Figure 2.3 gives a 
fully-specified Bayesian network over attributes Burglary, Earthquake, Alarm, JohnCalls and 
MaryCalls. For example, the probability that JohnCalls given the Alarm is going off is .9. 
Bayesian network algorithms for inference are used to answer more complex questions such as 
discovering the probability of John calling given there is no burglary or earthquake (but the 
alarm status is unknown). 
2.6 Perfect Bayesian Networks 
So far, we have been concerned mainly with the Bayesian network correctly representing in-
dependences present in the distribution. The following set of definitions extends these concepts 
to graphs also representing all dependencies in the distribution as well: 
Definition 9 (Perfect Map). A graph G is a perfect map of distribution D if it is both a 
D-map and an I-map of D. 
14 










Figure 2.3 Example from Russell and Norvig [Russell and Norvig, 1995). 
The letters B, E, A, J, and M stand for Burglary, Earthquake, 
Alarm, JohnCalls and MaryCalls, respectively. All attributes 
are boolean, so the probability of, say, -. Pr( A) in any row of 
its table is 1-Pr(A). 
Note that this necessarily implies that all independence and dependence relationships of 
the distribution are depicted in the Bayesian network and vice versa. Extending this notion 
to Bayesian networks: 
Definition 10 {Perfect Bayesian Network). Given a probability distribution Pon a set of 
attributes U, a DAG G = (U,E) is called a perfect Bayesian network of P iff G is a perfect 
map of P. 
As noted by many sources (e.g. [Pearl, 1988)), many distributions do not have a corre-
sponding graph that is a perfect Bayesian network. As such, one goal of a procedure that 
generates a Bayesian network could be to get as close to a perfect Bayesian network for the 
input distribution as possible. Often this is balanced against a desire for simple networks to 
allow easier human understanding as well as smaller conditional probability tables which leads 
to faster inference. 
2. 7 Hidden Variables 
With this terminology, we are now equipped to define the object of this thesis: 
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Figure 2.4 H is labeled as an example hidden variable (attributes 1,2,3,4 
are not hidden). 
Definition 11 (Hidden Variables). An attribute is said to be a hidden variable (or hidden 
attribute) if nothing is known about the distribution of the attribute. 
Intuitively, hidden variables are an extreme form of missing data - hidden variables just 
have all of their data missing. As such, hidden variables can never be in evidence for a 
statement about independence. Figure 2.4 depicts an example representation of a hidden 
variable. Independences generated from the graph would include 1 lL 4 I 2 but not ones 
involving H in evidence such as 2 lL 3 I H. 
As mentioned in the introduction, there are two perspectives on the use of hidden variables 
in Bayesian networks. The first is to optimize the efficiency of the Bayesian network according 
to some score: 
Definition 12 (Optimizing Hidden Variables). An optimizing hidden variable in a Bayesian 
network B is a hidden variable Ho that, when added to B, provides a better-scoring network 
than any network of B's size without Ho according to some scoring method S. 
Optimizing hidden variables are usually instantiated in the process of a search over the 
space of possible Bayesian networks that all represent the same set of independences. Most 
scoring methods for structures of Bayesian networks explicitly balance the ability of the network 
to represent the data against the simplicity of the network2• By mandating a simple network 
for a data set in terms of a low number of edges and hidden variables, we avoid overfitting our 
model to our data set and also are more likely to create a model that is understandable by 
humans. 
2 Searcbing for the simplest possible network amongst networks that represent the input data well is often 
referred to as following Occam's Razor, that "one should not increase, beyond what is necessary, the number of 
entities required to explain anything"[Heylighen, 1997). 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 2.5 (a) Example network and (b) the same network with an opti-
mizing hidden variable. 
An example of an optimizing hidden variable is given in Figure 2.5. The three measured 
attributes located at the top of the diagram are strongly related to the measured attributes at 
the bottom in both diagrams but Figure 2.5(b) presents a simpler network. The optimizing 
hidden variable H reduces the size of the network by removing the need for many edges so 
most scoring methods would add a hidden variable in this situation. 
Note that the distributions represented by both Bayesian networks in Figure 2.5 might be 
the same - an optimizing hidden variable is added when focused on representing the same 
distribution more efficiently. This is not a necessary condition for an optimizing hidden variable 
- depending on the scoring method, the hidden variable may increase or decrease the number 
of represented independences. 
Here is an example of a scoring method used to determine whether an optimizing hidden 
variable is needed: 
Definition 13 (Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)). 
• d 
Score(D, m) = log Pr(D I </>m, m) - 21og N (2.1) 
where Score(D, m) is the score of a model generated from data Dover possible models m, J>m 
is the maximum likelihood set of parameters for m, d is the dimension of the true model <f>m 
(approximated with the dimension of :/>m), and N is the number of instances in the data set 
D. 
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The BIC is exactly the negative of the Minimum Description Length (MDL) criterion, a 
popular model-fitting criterion in statistics, applied to Bayesian networks. These criteria form 
the basis for most hidden variable discovery and testing algorithms in artificial intelligence. In 
contrast, most algorithms in the social sciences focus on searching for the following: 
Definition 14 (Essential Hidden Variable). Consider any Bayesian network B(U',E) over 
distribution D with n attributes U and U' = U LJ{ H} for some hidden variable H. If, for the 
set of independences implied by B SB, VB' E { n attribute legal Bayesian networks representing 
D without hidden variables} and independences SB' implied by that network B', SB i= SB', H 
is an essential hidden variable. 
Informally, an essential hidden variable in a Bayesian network B for distribution D is a 
hidden variable HE that, when added to B to create B', induces a set of independence and 
dependence relations among other attributes that cannot exist in B or any network with the 
same number of attributes as B alone. The independences and dependencies created by adding 
HE must exist in the distribution B is representing. 
The essential quality of a hidden variable is derived from the fact that it does not merely 
simplify the network but rather always portrays the distribution more accurately. In other 
words, the essential hidden variable enables us to more closely approach a perfect Bayesian 
network through correctly representing a larger number of independences from the distribution 
correctly. 
In Figure 2.4, His an example of an essential hidden variable - no Bayesian network with 
4 attributes can represent the independence and dependence relationships between vertices 1 
through 4 without a fifth variable. Establishing that this is the case is one of the results of our 
algorithm (explained in Chapter 5). 
In fact, for future reference, we will call Figure 2.4 the W network and define the charac-
teristics as follows: 
Definition 15 (W Network). AW network contains 4 measured attributes labeled as 1,2,3,4 
and a hidden variable H. The critical edges present in the network can be characterized as 
follows (ignoring some non-critical edges and non-edges): 
(1) H -t 2 
(2) H-+ 3 
(3) 1-t 2 
(4}4-t3 
(5) No edge from H to 1 or from 1 to H. 
{6} No edge from H to 4 or from 4 to H. 
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Note that the W network always implies an essential hidden variable but may not imply an 
optimizing hidden variable: adding the hidden variable H and two edges from H to attributes 2 
and 3 increases the size of the network so the gain in accuracy from the independences induced 
by adding H would have to outweigh this increase in size. However, this may occur: essential 
hidden variables and optimizing hidden variables do not partition the space of possible hidden 
variables. 
The following chapter provides a short review of the past work in identifying both optimiz-
ing and essential hidden variables. As the distinction between optimizing and essential hidden 
variables is new as of this paper, we emphasize which variety of hidden variables the previous 
research focused on. 
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CHAPTER 3 Review of Past Work with Hidden Variables 
3.1 Hidden Variables in the Social Sciences 
Work in social science has been more concerned with essential hidden variables than work 
in AI: most of the work in AI has centered around the use of hidden variables to simplify com-
putation with Bayesian networks, while social scientists have been more interested in finding 
statistical methods to discover attributes that are unmeasured but meaningful. 
A more complete overview of the study of hidden variables in the social sciences than what 
follows can be found in Old and New Approaches to Latent Variable Modeling1 [Bartholomew, 2002). 
We will now provide the highlights of research that deals with hidden variables in probabilistic 
models. 
3.1.1 Factor Analysis 
The beginning of the formal study of hidden variables from a quantitative perspective 
was Spearman's paper on intelligence [Spearman, 1904]. He examined a person's ability to 
discriminate between slight differences in sound, light, and weight in order to see if support 
could be found for a hidden variable of "general intelligence." Even though his evidence was 
rejected through later work, his methodology of inferring a hidden variable from a pattern of 
pairwise correlations became popular. 
Further development of this method through the 1960s resulted in factor analysis. This 
analytical method involves looking for sets of strongly interrelated measures and assuming a 
hidden variable influences each of the attributes in the set independently. This assumption 
1 Literature on hidden variables from the social sciences call hidden variables "latent variables". In the 
interests of using clear terminology, I will continue to refer to them as hidden variables. 
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Exposure to Discontent Political 
discrimination ---11-.~with the world ---1-.~ Liberalism 
(X2) (X3) (X5) 
+ + Alienation Voting 
Score Behavior 
( X4) ( X6) 
Figure 3.1 Path diagram where Xi, X 4 , and X 6 are measured attributes 
and the remaining attributes are hidden variables. 
is similar in concept to the assumption of independence between attributes used in creating 
Naive Bayes networks. Blalock, a sociologist in the 1960s, was one of the first to postulate that 
Spearman 's methods could be used to construct more complex structures, specifically ones 
in which hidden variables can be caused by measurable factors (attributes) or other hidden 
variables [Blalock, 1963). He was also the first to note specifically that relations between two 
correlated variables must be of one of three forms: X causes Y, Y causes X, or a hidden 
variable influences both X and Y2 • 
An example is depicted reproduced as Figure 3.1 where Xi, X 4 , and X 6 are measured 
attributes and the remaining attributes are hidden variables3 • If we wish to determine if this 
diagram correctly represents the situation, we have the correlational predictions 
r14 = r13r34§ 
which can be reduced to 
lr14r46I S lr13r36I 
lr14r46I S lr161 
2This work assumed that each measured variable could only be connected with one hidden variable so there 
could not be multiple hidden variables between X and Y. 
3The figure is what is called a path diagram which is just a Bayesian network with arrows indicating 
causation, no cl-separation requirements, and without requiring a DAG structure. 
§r;; represents the Pearson's correlation between variables X; and X3. 
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by noting that all correlations must be less than or equal to one. As the second set of equations 
involves only measurable attributes, we can then test the proposed equations through direct 
calculations. 
However, all of the factor analysis methods of testing for hidden variables suffer from 
the assumption that the attributes involved are continuous and linearly related. A linear 
relationship assumption means that, if two attributes are correlated, one's value is a linear (as 
opposed to quadratic or exponential) function of the other. This assumption is not testable 
when examining hidden variables and often not true even we are when concerned with the 
relationship between measured attributes. 
Factor analysis found essential (rather than optimizing) hidden variables as it was focused 
on the discovery of a proposed objective hidden quantity that was measured through its influ-
ence on measurable variables. 
3.1.2 Instrumental Attributes 
Other psychometricians began looking at the relationship between hidden variables and 
causation, resulting in the first theories of causation [Simon, 1954, Blalock, 1963]. These stud-
ies inform later research on hidden variables because, if by these methods we can determine 
that X directly caused Y; then we know that no hidden variable can lie between them. 
The work of Simon [Simon, 1954) pioneered the use of instrumental attributes, or attributes 
that are known to not be caused by any other attribute in the model. Using an instrumental 
attribute, Simon was able to test for a causal relation between two variables using, as in factor 
analysis, a matrix of values based on correlations. 
Simon characterized the relationship between variables as sets of equations explaining the 
error in the sample. For example, if we are examining three attributes X, Y, and Z for causal 
ordering, we can examine the following set of equations: 
X + a12Y + a13Z = U1 
a21X + Y + a23Z = U2 





Figure 3.2 Example of a network examining whether X causes Y with Z 
as an instrumental variable [Simon, 1954). 
Quantities U1 , U2 , and U3 in Equations 3.1 through 3.3 are error terms that measure the net 
effect of all other variables not introduced explicitly upon the system. The coefficients a are 
unknowns that we can solve for given sample values for U1 , U2, U3 , X, Y, and Z.5 . 
Table 3.1 Coefficients in Figure 3.2 
x y z 
x 1 0 0 
y 1 1 1 
z 0 0 1 
For example, say we are interested in the causal order of X and Y where X occurs before 
Y, they are highly correlated, and their errors are uncorrelated. We can examine causation 
by examining how instrumental variable Z influences Y. Figure 3.2 represents this situation 
when all other errors influence X and Y equally and at random. We verify this by examining a 
coefficient matrix as exhibited as a table in Table 3.1 where ls indicate non-zero a coefficients 
and Os represent zero coefficients in Equations 3.1 through 3.3. Table 3.1 confirms the structure 
postulated in Figure 3.2 through X and Z influencing Y but not each other and Y influencing 
neither X nor Z. 
In this example, Simon would conclude that the correlation we found between X and Y 
is causal (not spurious) and we could conclude that no hidden variable lies between X and Y 
(subject to the accuracy of the sample with respect to the true distribution). This is because 
5 Note that, for a sample of size n, this entails 3n equations from the data but 3n + 6 unknowns (each of 
the error terms and the six as). Simon resolves this difficulty by assuming a time order to the attributes' 
instantiations and uncorrelated errors to introduce 6 constraints. By assuming that, say, X precedes Y which 
precedes Z, we know a priori that ai2, a13 and a23 must be 0 to indicate that Y cannot influence X and Z cannot 
influence X or Y causally. Assumption of uncorrelated errors introduces 3 new equations: ru1 u2 = 0, ru1 u3 = 0 
and ru2 u3 = 0. 
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Figure 3.3 Diagram of a Naive Bayes network (classification attribute hid-
den) 
the non-zero coefficients a21 and a23 indicate that Y is influenced by both X and Z but X and 
Z do not influence each other. In terms of the environment (as measured by the errors u), a 
change in u2 will change Y but not X or Z; a change in u1 will change X and Y but not Z; a 
change in u3 will change Zand Y but not X [Simon, 1954]. 
The problem with this method is the assumptions that certain types of causation are 
impossible (often by assuming a time order) and that random errors will be uncorrelated. 
Also, many causal questions may be posed when an instrumental variable is not present. 
3.1.3 Vanishing Tetrad Differences 
An expansion of work in the social sciences with regard to hidden variables was completed 
by a group of researchers led by Spirtes [Spirtes et al., 2000, Spirtes and Glymour, 1988] that 
transferred work by social scientists to the framework of Bayesian networks. The initial work 
of Glymour and Spirtes [Spirtes and Glymour, 1988] was to generalize factor analysis with 
vanishing tetrad differences.6 This method involves testing the likelihood of a system of partial 
correlations of the form r;jrk1 - r;1rjk = 0. Specifically, for the Naive Bayes model in Figure 3.3 
to correctly reflect reality, the following system of equations would need to hold: 
The reason that these correlations hint at a hidden variable is that, to satisfy the given 
6 Also sometimes referred to as vanishing partial correlations. 
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equations, the Bayesian network of the attributes must form a clique7 • The clique indicates 
that another, hidden variable may be influencing all of the attributes in the clique rather than 
each attribute influencing all of the other ones. 
As with all models involving correlations, all attributes in this model must be continuous 
and relationships must be linear. However, when this method does apply, Spirtes, Glymour, 
and Scheines [Spirtes et al., 2000] showed that vanishing tetrad difference tests are much faster 
to run and converge than other popular methods such as maximum likelihood (ML)8 tests 
because parameters do not need to be re-estimated at each step of learning. Therefore, when 
searching for hidden variables, they proposed using a vanishing tetrad difference-related score 
to prune the search space of possible hidden variables prior to maximum likelihood calculations. 
It also should be noted that it is believed that this search method will return only essential 
hidden variables [Elidan et al., 2001]. 
Since their original work, Spirtes [Spirtes and Glymour, 1988) has continued to build the re-
lationship between tetrad tests and Bayesian networks. Shafer, Kogan, and Spirtes (Shafer et al., 1993] 
showed that a vanishing tetrad relationship between two sets of attributes I and J can occur 
if and only if there is a choke point or a attribute on any simple directed path through the 
Bayesian network from I to J or J to I. 
This path-based detection hints at the relationship between cl-separation and tetrad tests. 
For example, a first test of Bayesian networks for hidden variables in Spirtes' book [Spirtes et al., 2000] 
was to verify any known hidden variables through cl-separation rules by making sure that the 
independences implied by the Bayesian network with the proposed hidden variable hold for 
the measured attributes. 
3.1.4 Inference from Statistical Methods 
Before leaving the continuous linear case of Bayesian networks, it is worth noting that work 
is still done to analyze Bayesian networks for hidden variables with more standard statistics. 
7 A clique is a graph where each vertex in the graph has an edge to or from every other vertex. In a Bayesian 
network, this indicates a dependence between all the attributes in the clique. 
8 The maximum likelihood method simply tries to estimate the parameters of a model by which events are 
most likely to occur. It is popular in machine learning for learning any data model - Mitchell (Mitchell, 1997) 
provides a detailed explanation as to how. 
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Williamson, Almond, and Mislevy [Williamson et al., 2000] evaluated a variety of modern sta-
tistical measures of fit (such as a ranked probability score) when used on Naive Bayes models. 
They are able to detect hidden variable over and under-inclusion as well as when a hidden 
variable has too many or too few states in a Naive Bayes network. Given that the model 
contains continuous attributes, they used these statistics to see the difference between data 
generated by the model and true data and found that such statistics are a good measure for 
a variety of possible errors in Bayesian networks. As this method focuses primarily on the 
accuracy of the network without regard for the size, these methods provide an approximation 
of where essential hidden variables should appear. 
Despite the excellent methods devised to identify essential hidden variables in the area of the 
social sciences, no progress has been made to escape from assumptions of linear relationships 
between attributes as well as (for the most part) exclusive use of continuous attributes although 
work continues on the TETRAD project [Scheines et al., 2002]. To examine hidden variables 
from a less assumption-laden perspective, we turn to Pearl's initial paper on Bayesian networks 
and the subsequent development of hidden variables in the area of Al. 
3.2 Learning Hidden Variables in Artificial Intelligence 
Most of the work in artificial intelligence (AI) with regard to hidden variables has centered 
around their use to simplify Bayesian networks. Past research in hidden variables dealt pri-
marily with specifying details of the variable once manually inserted (such as determining their 
dimension [Bang et al., 2003, Elidan and Friedman, 2001)) and how to handle missing data9 
using only very simple methods of automatically adding hidden variables [Friedman, 1998]. 
Little attention has been paid to complex methods of detecting hidden variables. 
To understand these advanced methods for detecting and instantiating hidden variables in 
Bayesian networks, we will examine the evolution of hidden variable-related algorithms starting 
with the work of Pearl. 
9 We will not be examining missing data further but the idea is that some pieces of data are missing (usually 
assumed at random) and the task is to create a complete data set from a partial data set as required for 
machine learning. Unfortunately, most methods of completing data sets are unsatisfactory or not applicable to 
completely unmeasured variables. 
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3.2.1 Dummy Variables and the Origination of Hidden Variables in Bayesian 
Networks 
The paper that introduced Bayesian networks to the artificial intelligence community was 
Pearl's A Constraint-Propagation Approach to Probabilistic Reasoning [Pearl, 1986a). More 
related to our purpose is the paper that quickly followed: Fusion, Propagation, and Structuring 
in Belief Networks [Pearl, 1986b). In this paper, he introduced a method of inference through 
the use of tree-structured Bayesian networks.10 If the Bayesian network in question is not tree-
structured, he proposes the introduction of dummy variables (one type of optimizing hidden 
variable) to force a tree structure onto the vertices to allow inference. By forcing all internal 
vertices of a tree to be dummy variables, Pearl postulated that Bayesian networks with dummy 
variables more accurately resembled human development of causal models to simplify cognition. 
Creating hidden variables in order to simplify the model structure occurs in other forms of 
statistical modeling as well [Haughton, 1988). 
These dummy variables are quantified based on human judgment and only convey infor-
mation to measurable attributes rather than storing information themselves. Placement of the 
variables is done using a method of examining sets of three attributes at a time to see if a com-
bination of joint and prior probabilities from the distribution indicates that a dummy variable 
between the three attributes will result in a more effective network. However, this method 
assumes that the optimal Bayesian network for the underlying distribution is tree structured 
and, therefore, the three attributes examined are independent given the dummy variable. 
Given the assumptions of a tree-structured underlying distribution, Pearl's method works 
well if attributes likely to be interrelated are easily identified and tested. Otherwise, the num-
ber of three-way interactions between attributes makes the brute-force algorithm intractable 
for data sets with a large number of measured attributes. As a consequence, the task of learning 
hidden variables was dropped in favor of the task of learning and doing inference with Bayesian 
networks without hidden variables. Cooper and Herskovits' paper [Cooper and Herskovits, 1992), 
often cited as the first paper in general Bayesian network learning, provides an intractable so-
10This approach was later more completely explicated in his book [Pearl, 1988]. 
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lution to the problem of missing values. However, they realized that their method could not 
be applied to realistic networks with hidden variables.11 
Interest in hidden variables reappeared in the AI literature with Kwoh and Gillies's Using 
Hidden Nodes in Bayesian networks [Kwoh and Gillies, 1996). Focusing again on tree Bayesian 
networks, they proposed (or reproposed, in light of Blalock's work [Blalock, 1963)) that we can 
tell the difference between direct causation between two attributes X and Y versus having 
a third, instrumental attribute Z that impacts both X and Y through the use of Pearson's 
correlation test (for linear attributes) or the chi-square test (for discrete attributes). They also 
integrated this method with a score-based Bayesian network learning algorithm by evaluating 
each network created by adding a hidden variable to find the expected update of the conditional 
probabilities of the measured attributes. They could then weigh the ability of the hidden 
variable to increase the score of the network. 
Russell et. al. [Russell et al., 1995) worked with Kwoh and Gillies's algorithm to show 
that the score for a network learned using a gradient descent algorithm for learning Bayesian 
networks often increased when a hidden variable was added, resulting in faster convergence to 
I 
an optimal network. However, as in Pearl's case, there still was no principled way to know for 
sure that adding a hidden variable will result in an improved network. 
Cooper [Cooper, 1997) provided an early partial answer to detecting hidden variables while 
attempting to mine causation from databases using constraint-based methods similar to Si-
mon's method [Simon, 1954): if we have three variables X, Y, and Z where Z is an instrumental 
variable with respect to X and Y and we can test if Z is dependent on X, X is dependent 
on Y, and Z and Y are cl-separated given X, we know, through elimination of possible other 
structures, that X causes Y. However, this algorithm (called LCD) is not guaranteed to find 
all causal relationships and, when deriving his algorithm, he had to assume that Z is truly an 
uncaused entity in the model. 
11 Perhaps their realization that there are a super-exponential number of Bayesian networks of size n (f(n) = 
L:?:i (-l)i+l (7)2i(n-i) f(n-i) [Robinson, 1971]) made them worry about the impact of adding hidden variables 
to further enlarge their search space. 
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3.2.2 Semi-clique Discovery of Hidden Variables 
Elidan et. al. [Elidan et al., 2001] present an interesting, if ad hoc, method to dynamically 
add hidden variables. The idea is to look for semi-cliques, or a group of attributes where, 
in the undirected structure of the Bayesian network, each attribute is linked to at least half 
of the other attributes in the group. This is an approximation method similar to that of the 
vanishing tetrad method [Spirtes et al., 2000] except that, whereas the vanishing tetrad method 
requires the examined attributes to form a full clique of dependencies, the semi-clique method 
postulates a hidden variable under more relaxed conditions. What allows the algorithm relying 
on semi-cliques to run quickly is the fact that most semi-cliques of size 4 or more contain a 
full clique of size 312 . Thus, the algorithm just needs to find all cliques of size 3 and then, in 
a greedy way, attempt to expand this clique into a semi-clique of maximal size. This is much 
faster than a brute force algorithm that simply tries all subsets of vertices but the cost is that 
this method does not find all semi-cliques. 
A new hidden variable H is then introduced to each semi-clique Q such that all incoming 
edges to attributes in Q are replaced by edges from H and parents of Q are made to be parents 
of H (unless an edge thus introduced results in a cycle). Then, for each new hidden variable H, 
the base network is evaluated with H alone added to see which hidden variable found increases 
th~ score of the network the most (after reevaluating the parameters of the attributes in each 
set Q given H). 
This method is an improvement over previous approaches in some ways. As Elidan et. 
al. points out, the TETRAD program [Spirtes et al., 2000] is more sensitive to failure of a 
few of the multiple independence tests it uses (as it requires cliques of attributes to have a 
certain correlational relationship to postulate a hidden variable) and only detects essential 
hidden variables. They also critique other methods as being inefficient as they only detect 
pairwise dependencies and do not learn a regular Bayesian network first, resulting in possibly 
instantiating too many hidden variables. 
While this method is justified by improved experimental results, there seems to be a great 
12 An example of a semi-clique not found is the graph of size 4 that is in the shape of a square. 
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need for theoretical and practical improvements in the algorithm. In the very least, an ex-
amination of the theoretical significance of the semi-clique is needed - why is requiring each 
attributes to be linked to half of the other attributes necessarily the best idea? There are also 
the more practical questions of better ways to add hidden variables found via this method 
and how to avoid so many parameter reestimations. Also, despite their assertions, Spirtes' 
claim that vanishing tetrad tests will be faster given a linear model still appears to stand: it 
is based on not doing conditional probability table reestimations while the semi-clique method 
uses these reestimations extensively. 
3.2.3 Extending Structural EM 
We now turn to more recent and promising work with hidden variables, the work of Fried-
man and associates to expand their Structural EM algorithm [Friedman, 1998]. The Structural 
EM algorithm uses Expectation Maximization (EM) to complete missing data and then learn 
the structure of a Bayesian network based in the input distribution. It does this by alternating 
between an E-step, where parameters of the most probable Bayesian networks are evaluated 
and may include hidden variables, and an M-step, where each model is evaluated using a score 
calculated in the last step13. What is important about this algorithm is that it provided a 
way to evaluate models with hidden variables even though it did not give a principled way to 
optimally add hidden variables (instead relying on a trial-and-error method). 
A promising start to an alternative to the Structural EM algorithm proposed later by the 
same set of authors is the Information Bottleneck Algorithm [Elidan and Friedman, 2003]. The 
algorithm is based on the idea of compressing information through an "information bottleneck" 
(a.k.a. hidden variable) T that preserves information about the specific instances Y while still 
preserving information about an attribute X. The problem of learning an optimizing hidden 
variable T is depicted as compromising between the two networks P and Q given in Figure 3.4. 
Y is a special attribute called the instance identity of the data set (that is, each instance in the 
training set of size n is represented by a joint attribute in Y and a probability of occurrence 
13Expectation maximization is explained more completely by Mitchell [Mitchell, 1997] - further details are 
not relevant to our discussion. 
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Figure 3.4 Definition of P and Q for the Information Bottleneck framework 
of~) while X 1 · · ·Xn represent individual attributes and Ta. proposed hidden variable. 
The network P in Figure 3.4 represents the hidden variable making all attributes in the 
network independent (thereby providing a lot of information about all attributes). Q represents 
that T is only concerned with compressing the instances Y and not about representing any 
independence information about the attributes. The Information Bottleneck algorithm (IB-
EM) works by finding a. compromise between these two extremes in E and M steps similar to 
the Structural EM algorithm. 
To score the usefulness of a hidden variable T using this new method, we just need to 
minimize the following equation 
LIB-EM= lQ(T; Y) + 1D(Qi1P) 
In this equation, IQ represents the mutual information function and D(QllP) represents the 
Kulba.ck-Leibler divergence between the two distributions represented by P and Q [Mitchell, 1997). 
The value of 'Y is set depending on whether we a.re primarily interested in using T to compress 
Y (our representation of the data.) with low 'Y or using T to provide information a.bout all the 
attributes generally a.s well with high 'Y. If the overall score LIB-EM is too low, we will decide 
not to add T. However, no guidance is given in deciding with regard to how to position a. 
hidden variable T in a network. 
The method proposed to find a. value for 'Y that optimizes the performance of inference 
in the network is to use deterministic annealing to go from 'Y = 0 to 1 where the step size is 
related to the expected change in IQ(T; Y) - if the information gain is large, we need to take a. 
smaller step and vice versa.. Through experimental validation, IB-EM was found to run 25-30 
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Figure 3.5 (a) depicts a possible relationship between attributes when X 
has n states. (b) depicts a possible relationship between the 
same attributes when X has n - 1 states. 
structural EM and usually a better solution according to the scoring methods and accuracy 
tests used. 
Elidan et. al. [Elidan and Friedman, 2003] suggest a few methods for extending work on 
this algorithm: improving the approximation of IQ (T; Y) for deciding step size in the deter-
ministic annealing process used to decide /, deriving a principled theoretical understanding of 
the optimal / value, and deciding how to add more than one hidden variable (as they did in 
their later paper [Friedman et al., 2001]). 
3.2.4 Dimension of Hidden Variables 
In addition to these learning algorithms, Elidan and Friedman [Elidan and Friedman, 2001] 
also introduce the problem of learning the dimensionality of hidden variables after the position 
of the variable has been decided and provided one possible solution. Previously, the dimension 
of discrete hidden variable was usually assumed to be binary but Elidan and Friedman believe 
this is a significant, unaddressed issue in learning hidden variables. 
For example, consider Figure 3.5: In the initial model, variable X has n states but, as 
displayed in the second model, if two or more states of the model are merged, it is possible that 
X's children will become conditionally dependent (resulting in a more complex network). Thus, 
in cases like this, finding the dimension of the added hidden variable is crucial to determining 
its effect on the other attributes. 
To address the issue of determining the dimension of the hidden variable after it has been 
added to the network, they suggest the following algorithm: 
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l. Start with a maximum number of possible states: the number of distinct assignments to 
the Markov Blanket of the hidden variable (as the variable is independent of the rest of 
the Bayesian network given its Markov Blanket according to Definition 8). 
2. Pick two states to merge based on the score of the resulting network. 
3. Repeat until the hidden variable has only one state left. 
4. Choose the cardinality of the hidden node based on the best score encountered m our 
search. 
The scoring method chosen is typically locally decomposable so we only need to compute 
the effect of merging two states once. Still, this is a cubic-time algorithm in the number of 
possible states which is itself exponential in the number of attributes in the Markov Blanket. 
For multiple hidden variables, they propose a round-robin procedure where the cardinality of 
states of all hidden variables save one is held constant and we run the above algorithm on 
that one hidden variable then repeat for each hidden variable until all hidden variable state 
cardinalities do not change. 
Using the semi-clique algorithm [Elidan et al., 2001] to detect hidden variables and this 
procedure to decide the cardinality of each hidden variable, they found that, in four of seven 
experiments, discovering the number of states of a hidden variable increased the accuracy of 
the network. As with the semi-clique algorithm, this method seems to clearly need theoretical 
justification as well as practical examination. 
Finally in our discussion is a number of researchers that have suggested that an alternative 
encoding of distributions be used instead of the directed acyclic graphs of Bayesian networks. 
Some ideas are generalizing noisy-logic Bayesian networks [Ramachandran and Mooney, 1998], 
restricting ourselves to hierarchies of hidden variables with visible attributes at the leaves 
[Zhang, 2002], using both undirected and directed edges (these are called chain graphs) [El-Hay and Fried1 
and a method of maintaining trees of Bayesian networks called multi nets [Geiger and Heckerman, 1991]. 
However, none of these proposals have seemed to have attained widespread acceptance and each 
is, at best, provably equivalent to Bayesian networks with hidden variables [El-Hay and Friedman, 2001]. 
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CHAPTER 4 The Theoretical Impact of Hidden Variables 
Turning from the nuts and bolts of how hidden variables are found and approximated, we 
now examine some theoretical work on finding the effect of hidden variables on the represen-
tational power of Bayesian networks. Before beginning, it is worthwhile to briefly examine the 
concept of exponential models in statistical terms. 
Every Bayesian network is an exponential model, and the justification for scoring meth-
ods used in picking optimizing hidden variables is based on the correspondence of Bayesian 
networks to distributions called curved exponential models. However, in investigating the ba-
sis for these scoring methods, Geiger (Geiger et al., 1999) found that Bayesian networks with 
hidden variables can represent a strictly larger set of distributions called stratified exponential 
models. This discovery motivates the current exploration into how, in a principled practical 
sense, some hidden variables expand the expressive power of Bayesian networks to represent 
stratified exponential models while others do not. 
What follows in a short description of the types of exponential models from a statistical 
perspective. We found that the statistical representation of exponential models was much 
more understandable than the formal description given by Geiger et. al. (Geiger et al., 1998). 
This information is drawn primarily from Casella and Berger's Statistical Inference (Chapter 
3)[Casella and Berger, 2002). 
4.1 Exponential Families 
Definition 16 (Family of Distributions). A family of distributions is a collection of 
distributions characterized by a single functional form but varying by one or more parameters. 
For example, a normal distribution with mean µ and variance cr2 is in the same family as 
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a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 1. The two distributions only differ in their 
mean and variance, not their underlying functional form of f(x Iµ, cr2) = A:;u e-(x-µ.) 2 / 2u2 -
we just need to plug in the value of x, µ, and cr2 to get the probability of x occurring in the 
normal distribution with parameters µ and cr2 • 
Definition 17 (Exponential Family). A family of distributions is an exponential family if 
it can be written as 
k 
f(x I 8) = h(x)c(8)exp{L wi(8)ti(x)}, (4.1) 
i=l 
where 8 is a vector of parameters for the distribution, h(x), c(8) ~ 0, c(8) and all wi(fJ)s do 
not depend on x, and h(x) and all ti(x)s do not depend on 8. The k appearing in the above 
equation is the order of the exponential family. 
For example, the normal family of distributions is an exponential family of order 2 (fJ = 
2 
(µ,cr 2)) with one choice of decomposition being h(x) = 1, c(8) = ke~, k = 2, w1(8) = ;1, 
ti(x) = x 2 , w2 (8) = ~' and t2 (x) = x. It turns out a wide variety of useful distributions 
belong to exponential families: the Bernoulli, Binomial, Uniform, Geometric, Poisson, Beta, 
and Gamma distributions all belong to exponential families. 
Definition 18 (Curved Exponential Family (CEF)). Any exponential family where the 
order of the family is less than the dimension of fJ in Equation 4.1 is a curved exponential 
family. The dimension of 8 is called the dimension of the curved exponential family. 
The idea of a curved exponential family is that it is possible to parameterize these families 
with fewer parameters than the general distribution's order. For example, a normal distribution 
with mean r and variance r 2 belongs to a curved exponential family because the normal 
distribution is of order 2 but a single parameter T is all that is required to fully specify the 
distribution. 
The reason these families are called curved exponential families is that the graph of the 
distribution's formal parameters against each other is a curve in a space with dimension equal 
to the order of the family. For the normal distribution, usually the me~n is independent of 
variance so the possible values of the mean and variance span a two-dimensional parameter 
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Variance 
Figure 4.1 A graph of the parameter space of a normal(O, 02 ) model. 
An example point representing the parameterization of a nor-
mal(4,16) distribution is marked. 
space. In contrast, a normal( T, r 2 ) distribution's parameters form a parabola in the parameter 
space (see Figure 4.1). This indicates that, if the mean is set to 4, the variance must be 16 
(rather than a choice of any real number). 
Geiger [Geiger et al., 1998] describes this same set of distributions more formally as any 
family that is diffeomorphic to a smooth manifold. A diffeomorphism f is a function that 
maps U c ar -t Rn in a smooth, one-to-one fashion such that f has a smooth inverse. A 
set M C Rn is a k-dimensional smooth manifold in Rn if, Vx E M, there exists an open set 
U ~ Rn including x such that f : Un M -t Rk is a diffeomorphism. This is analogous to how 
statisticians map curved parameters of dimension k (e.g. r) to a number of parameters equal 
to the order of the distribution (e.g. the mean and variance in the normal case). Geiger then 
generalizes the curved exponential family to the stratified exponential family: 
Definition 19 {Stratified Exponential Family (SEF)). A stratified exponential family is 
any family of distributions described by any combination of curved exponential families. The 
dimension of a stratified exponential family is the dimension of the highest-dimensional curved 
exponential family contained in this stratified exponential family. 
An example of a stratified exponential model is the mixture of curved normal distribu-
tions X,...., .03normal(-.1, .01)+ .52normal(-.5, .25)+.15normal(.5, .25)+ .3normal(-.2, .04) 
(graphed in Figure 4.2 ). For future reference, a curved exponential model is simply a model 
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Figure 4.2 An example mixture of curved normals 
lowing section describes how these exponential models related to Bayesian networks and the 
distributions they can represent. 
4.2 Bayesian Networks with Hidden Variables are not CEFs and lmplica-
tions 
One paper regarding hidden variables by Chickering and Heckerman [Chickering and Heckerman, 199'. 
is an evaluation of a variety of Bayesian methods for model selection and model averaging in 
Naive Bayes networks with a hidden variable at the root. Their findings are that model av-
eraging is a poor method to use and the BIC score does not work very well compared to a 
variant, the Cheeseman-Stutz approximation. The approximation appears to compensate for 
the hidden variable better than straightforward BIC/MDL methods do. 
Examining why this occurred using a supposedly optimal method (BIC) [Haughton, 1988) 
led to the discovery of a new area of theoretical research in Bayesian networks with hidden 
variables: the finding that the underlying search space of all models with hidden variables 
differs significantly from the search space of Bayesian networks without hidden variables. To 
understand this issue, it is useful to briefly examine the work of statisticians Schwarz and 
Haughton. 
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The main contribution of Schwarz [Schwarz, 1978] to Bayesian networks is that he first 
provided a way to balance the basic Maximum Likelihood (ML) formula against the dimension 
of any model with the BIC. Haughton's paper [Haughton, 1988] extended Schwarz's result by 
proving the BIC criterion asymptotically optimal to fit independent identically distributed 
(iid) observations to fit any CEF. 
The issue with this theoretical work, first identified by Geiger and Meek [Geiger et al., 1998], 
is that Bayesian networks with hidden variables do not conform to the assumptions on CEFs. 
Bayesian networks without hidden variables are members of CEFs as informally they compress 
the parameter space from a joint distribution to a set of local conditional distributions through 
use of independences. Thus, fewer parameter settings are needed to parameterize the Bayesian 
network than to recall the entire joint distribution. 
However, Bayesian networks with hidden variables are SEFs. SEFs are not diffeomorphic 
with respect to a smooth manifold (as described by [Geiger et al., 1998]), so Schwarz and 
Haughton 's result does not apply. Intuitively, the idea is that the existence of hidden variables 
impacting portions of the Bayesian network rather than the entire network uniformly causes 
non-uniformity in the dimension of the Bayesian network: portions of the Bayesian network 
not interacting with the hidden variable require a different number of parameters to describe 
than those with interactions. 
Later, Geiger [Geiger et al., 1999] showed that the hierarchy of graphical models CEFs C 
SEFs is non-collapsing so methods used to estimate the best CEF (such as the BIC score) are 
not proven optimal for SEFs by Haughton 's proof as had been previously assumed. 
The technical report on the subject [Geiger et al., 1998] showed that even Naive Bayes 
models with k classes (states of the hidden variable) and n measurable attributes is not a 
smooth manifold if n 2: 2k and, more generally, any Bayesian network with a single hidden 
variable with n children is not a CEF whenever n(nil) is greater than the cardinality of the 
state space over the observed attributes. 
To demonstrate this issue, Rusakov and Geiger [Rusakov and Geiger, 2002] derived a new 
BIC formula for the Naive Bayes network with two (hidden) root vertices and binary features. 
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They found that, for a model with greater than 2 links between hidden and measured attributes, 
the regular BIC formula works optimally but, for networks with fewer links, a correction 
factor (based on the number of measured attributes) must be introduced to avoid asymptotic 
divergence of the BIC score. So this implies that SEFs with many independences between 
hidden and measured attributes, the BIC formulation is not correct. They proposed that 
further research should be done to find closed asymmetric formulae for more general Bayesian 
networks in order to see the limits of the BIC formulation on SEFs. 
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CHAPTER 5 An Algorithm for Detecting Essential Hidden Variables 
Given the discussion of the theoretical significance of hidden variables in the last chapter, 
the following experiments are concerned with exploring how hidden variables expand the power 
of Bayesian networks. The initial explorations by Rusakov and Geiger ([Geiger et al., 1998) 
and [Rusakov and Geiger, 2002)) focus on deriving new scoring functions to replace the BIC 
formula in estimating the usefulness of hidden variables in a network. We instead will pursue a 
more formal investigation of when hidden variables add representational power to the Bayesian 
network as essential hidden variables. This investigation will hopefully lead to a more concrete 
understanding of how Bayesian networks with hidden variables can represent a wider variety 
of distributions than the formal SEF versus CEF distinction discussed in Chapter 4. 
In addition to studying the representational power of Bayesian networks with hidden vari-
ables, we are also interested in starting an investigation of the types of hidden variables. As 
discussed in the previous chapters, we believe there is at least a superficial difference between 
optimizing and essential hidden variables. Our methodology enables us to discover only essen-
tial hidden variables, providing one way to differentiate some essential hidden variables from 
solely optimizing hidden variables. 
As such, the algorithm we have devised to discover essential hidden variable resembles that 
of the method of vanishing tetrad differences in that we will examine independences between 
the visible attributes to derive essential hidden variables. It differs in that our method does 
not rely on the variables being continuous or in a linear relationship to one another but is 




Figure 5.1 H is labeled as an example hidden variable (attributes 1,2,3,4 
are not hidden). 
5.1 Overview of the Algorithm 
Our algorithm explores the space of graphs with essential hidden variables based on the 
idea that a Bayesian network B of size n with one of its attributes hidden is sometimes 
more powerful than any Bayesian network of size n - 1. This happens when B represents an 
underlying distribution that no network of size n - 1 can - the essential hidden variable will 
have an impact on the visible attributes that cannot be duplicated with just n - 1 attributes. 
Given as input a network B of size n (using as an example Figure 5.1, the W network, 
which is a network of size 5), the algorithm proceeds as follows: D-separation rules are applied 
to generate the complete set of independences lB present in B - we assume that B is an 
I-map of the domain of interest. We then choose a single attribute H to hide by removing 
all independences in lB referring directly to H - note that, crucially, some independences 
generated by the cl-separations rules do not directly refer to H and are left in IB. Thus, while 
no independence is allowed to start or end at H or have H in evidence, the cl-separation rules 
may allow H to influence the independences. 
In Figure 5.1, here is the complete list of independences: (1 JL H), (1 JL H I 3), (1 JL 
HI 4), (1 JL HI {3,4}), (1 JL 3 I H), (1 JL 3 I 4), (1 JL 3), (1 JL 3 I {H,4}), (1 JL 4), (1 J_ 
J_ 412), (1 JL 4 I 3), (1 JL 4 I H), (1 JL 4 I {2, H}), (1 JL 4 I {3, H}), (1JL4I{2,3, H}), (2 J_ 
J_ 4), (2 JL 4 I H), (2 JL 4 I 1), (2 JL 4 I {H, 3} ), (2 JL 4 I {1, H} ), (2 JL 4 I {1, H, 3} ), (H JL 
4), (H lL 4 j 1), (H lL 4 j 2), and (H lL 4 I {1,2}). 
Here is the list with independences not directly referring to H: IB = {(1 JL 3), (1 JL 
4), (1JL314), (2 JL 4), (1 JL 412), (1 JL 4 I 3), and (2 JL 4 I 1)}. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5.2 Example networks of size 4. 
We then generate all Bayesian networks of size n - 1 (referred to informally as smaller 
networks) and compare the sets of independences represented by each smaller graph to JB: if 
the two sets do not match exactly, we continue on to the next network of size n - 1 until we 
run out of possible networks. If the set of independences generated by some smaller network 
and JB match exactly, we conclude that H is not an essential hidden variable and try hiding a 
different attribute as a possible hidden variable in B. If we examine all networks of size n - 1 
without finding a smaller network that generates exactly IB, we can conclude (by exhaustion) 
that H is an essential hidden variable. 
Continuing our example of the W network, consider the networks of size 4 depicted in 
Figure 5.2. Amongst other differences between the independence sets of these two networks 
and the W network in Figure 5.1, the network in Figure 5.2(a) does not have independence (2 
JL 4) while Figure 5.2(b) has the extra independence (2 JL 3 I 4). Thus these two networks 
are rejected as matches for the distribution the W network represents. The algorithm then 
continues to examine all networks of size 4, trying to match the independences generated by 
each network of size 4 to IB. In this example, lB is not generated by any networks of size 4 
- we reach this conclusion by examining all networks of size 4. 
Figure 5.3 the pseudocode that generalizes this search procedure to examining all networks 
of size n for hidden variables. Detailed explanations of each part are explained in Appendix A. 
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Algorithm 1 - Basic Hidden Variable Detection 
For( each network B of size n) { 
} 
Generate the set of independences in B, I 
For( each attribute h in the network B ) { 
} 
Remove any independences with direct mention of h from I to generate I h 
L=0 
For( each network B' of size n - 1) { 
Generate the independences in B', I' 
If( h == I' ) h is not an essential hidden variable, break and try another h 
} 
Add h to L 
Return L 
Figure 5.3 Algorithm 1 
5.2 Optimizations 
The main problem with Algorithm 1 is that it runs in exponential time - the number of 
possible directed, acyclic graphs over n variables is characterized by the recursion f ( n) = 
I:?=1 (-l)i+1 (7)2i(n-i) J(n - i) [Robinson, 1971)) which as of the current date has no explicit 
characterization but, asymptotically, f(n) E 0(2n2 - 2 ). As such, a primary goal of this project 
has been to time optimize the algorithm so that larger networks can be processed efficiently. 
We will discuss in the results section the approximate impact of each of the optimizations on 
run time and space usage. 
5.2.1 Memorizing Independences 
The simplest approach to optimizing the run time of any algorithm is to expand the amount 
of space used by the algorithm: by memorizing independence information about all of the 
networks of size n - 1, the innermost "for" loop of Algorithm 1 can be executed very quickly 
for each network of size n. Let us call this algorithm Algorithm 2. 
However, this is only a partial solution, as the independences of the complete set of networks 
of size 7 or larger cannot be held in memory, requiring that we instead memorize as many as 
we can then recalculate the independences corresponding to the remaining smaller networks 
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Algorithm 2 - Basic Algorithm with Memorization 
For( each network B of size n) { 
} 
Generate the set of independences in B, I 
For( each attribute h in the network B ) { 
} 
Remove any independences with direct mention of h from I to generate h 
L=0 
M=0 
For( each network B' of size n - 1) { 
} 
If( set of independences of B' not in M) { 
Generate the independences in B', I' 
Add I' to M as a set of independences if M is not full 
} else { 
Get I' from M 
} 
If( h == I' ) h is not an essential hidden variable, break and try another h 
Add h to L 
Return L 
Figure 5.4 Algorithm 2 
for each large network. 
The algorithm given in Figure 5.2.1 adds memorization to Algorithm 1 (changes in bold). 
5.2.2 Graph Isomorphism Equivalence Classes 
A more fundamental alteration to Algorithm 1 is to restrict ourselves to testing only 
Bayesian networks that are not graph isomorphic to any other Bayesian network that has 
already been examined. The reason that Algorithm 1 tests several networks in the same graph 
isomorphism class is that each vertex in the graph was assigned a label. For example, if at-
tribute 0 was discovered to be a hidden variable in a 5 vertex graph (as in the W network, 
Figure 5.1), attribute 1 would be a hidden variable in the network where the identities of 0 
and 1 are switched, attribute 2 when 0 and 2 are switched, etc. To illustrate the difference in 
the number of graphs that need to be tested, Figure 5.5 presents the logarithm of the total 
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isomorphism classes (from [McKay, 2004a]). 
By only testing one graph from each isomorphism class, we can save a significant amount 
time in the two loops of Algorithm 1 - the search space of both large and small networks is 
greatly reduced by examining only graph non-isomorphs. In addition, the benefits in terms 
of the possible number of networks increases with the size of the graph so this optimization 
scales well to larger networks. Unfortunately, the problem of efficiently discovering all graph 
isomorphism classes is suspected to not be in P [Miyazaki, 1997] so this reduction in the search 
space is only feasible up to graphs of size 8. Also, while the optimization still results in a 
reduction in the number of networks tested for larger sizes, isomorphism still consistently only 
results in a reduction in number of graphs of about one size - the number of non-isomorphic 
graphs of size n is approximately the total number of graphs of size n - 11. 
The algorithm generates graph isomorphisms in two ways - by either reading graphs of 
size 8 or less from files generated by a proprietary program using McKay's NAUTY algorithm 
[McKay, 2004b] or by using Schmidt and Druffel's [Schmidt and Druffel, 1976] fast backtrack-
ing algorithm. NAUTY is acknowledged as the fastest overall graph automorphism and iso-
morphism detection algorithm with tight run time bounds of O(n2 ) and Q(2n) for the best 
1 Noted by Ashlock during the thesis defense. 
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and worst case (respectively) of processing a graph of size n2 • However, documentation for 
how the algorithm works is lacking and we were unsure how to generate the isomorphism files 
provided by McKay, so we implemented Schmidt and Druffel's algorithm instead. Schmidt and 
Druffel's algorithm runs within the same asymptotic bounds as NAUTY and is much easier to 
understand and explain. 
Schmidt and Druffel's [Schmidt and Druffel, 1976) fast backtracking algorithm is based on 
the idea of using distance matrices (derived from graph adjacency matrices) as a heuristic to 
discover whether two input graphs, A and B, are isomorphic (returning true or false). The 
information in the distance matrix3 is used to partition both graphs' vertices (graph A first) 
- if two vertices have the same in-degree, out-degree, and distances from other vertices, they 
are put in the same partition. An initial test is done at this point to make sure that each graph 
has the same number of vertices in each partition (else they are definitely not isomorphic). 
A backtracking algorithm is then used to pick two vertices, one from each graph, that are 
in the same partition and try to map one to the other. After a check to see whether the in and 
out-degrees of the remaining vertices are consistent, we repeat this process with the remaining 
vertices until we have a full label mapping of the vertices in one graph to the vertices in the 
other. If the two vertices we chose to map do not result in consistent in and out-degrees of 
the remaining vertices, we backtrack to pick another mapping of vertices. If we backtrack to 
before our initial matching, we know that all possible legal matchings have been attempted 
and can safely conclude that the two input graphs are not isomorphic. 
For example, consider the comparison between graphs A and B given in Figure 5.6. The ac-
companying distance matrix is given as Table 5.1. From this distance matrix and the adjacency 
matrix given for each graph, we can generate partitions characterized as follows: Partition 1 
consists of vertices at distance 1 to one other vertex, distance 2 to another, infinite distance 
to the third, in-degree 0, and out-degree 1; Partition 2 consists of vertices at distance 1 to 
one other vertex, infinite distance to the two others, in-degree 1, and out-degree 1; Partition 
3 consists of vertices at infinite distance to the other vertices, in-degree 2, and out-degree O; 
2 See Miyazaki's [Miyazaki, 1997] theorems 5.2 and 6.2 for details. 
3 Generated via the Floyd-Warshall algorithm for all pairs shortest paths (Carmen et al., 2001]. 
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A B 
Figure 5.6 Example graphs for isomorphism detection 
Partition 4 consists of vertices at distance 1 to one other vertex, infinite distance from the two 
others, in-degree 0, and out-degree 2. 
The vertices fall into the partitions as follows (where ij indicates vertex i in graph j): P1 ={ 
lA }, P2 ={ 2A, lB }, P3 ={ 3A, 2B }, and P4 ={ 4A }. At this point, we stop generating 
partitions because all the vertices in one graph (A in this case) are assigned. 4B is unassignable 
as no vertex in graph A has the same out-degree and 3B has a difference distance matrix row 
than any vertex in A. Therefore the above algorithm would stop before backtracking and 
return false. Note that 4B is not put in P1 despite having the same distances because it has 
out-degree one greater than lA. If there was no edge from 4B to 3B, the graphs would be 
isomorphic - the initial partitions would be P1 ={ lA,4B }, P2 ={ 2A, lB }, P3 ={ 3A, 2B 
}, and P4 ={ 4A,3B } (with new partition descriptions of course) and, again, no backtracking 
would occur - any vertex can be chosen to match from each graph in each partition. 
Table 5.1 Distance matrices for the graphs in Figure 5.6 
1 2 3 4 
A: 
1 0 1 2 00 
2 00 0 1 00 
3 00 00 0 00 
4 00 00 1 0 
B: 
1 0 1 00 00 
2 00 0 00 00 
3 2 1 0 1 
4 1 2 00 0 
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Heuristics are used at two points in the isomorphism checks. The first is when choosing how 
to pick the partition from which we choose the next vertices to match. Schmidt and Druffel 
[Schmidt and Druffel, 1976) had the best experimental results (fewest average backtracking 
steps per graph) from choosing the partition with the fewest remaining unassigned vertices at 
each step so we used their approach. 
The second heuristic is in choosing which graphs to compare pairwise for isomorphism. 
Originally, every possible new graph was compared to representatives of every other isomor-
phism class previously discovered. However, this results in far more comparisons than are 
necessary - for example, the Bayesian network with no edges is never going to match any 
Bayesian network with edges so there is no point in comparing the two. To that end, we used 
a heuristic partitioning scheme that only compared graphs that have the same total distance 
represented in their distance matrix (ignoring infinite distances). Another possible heuristic 
was to split on total out-degree of all the vertices but the distance heuristic was found to 
result in partitions with the fewest graphs in each partition. Having many partitions with few 
graphs present in each partition reduces the number of times that the backtracking procedure is 
called to compare graphs before concluding the new graph is not isomorphic to one previously 
examined. 
5.2.3 Independence Isomorphism Equivalence Classes 
With the testing of only non-graph-isomorphic Bayesian networks, it became necessary to 
be able to determine if two sets of independences are isomorphic. The labelling used in the 
larger network and the labelling used in the smaller network may differ but the independences 
could be the same. 
Two sets of independences (one from the larger network and one from a smaller network) 
are tested for equivalence in the following ways: 
1. Verify that each set has the same cardinality. 
2. See if the independences match without altering any labels. 
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3. Make sure the same number of attributes are in evidence for each corresponding inde-
pendence. For example, if one independence set has 3 independences with 2 attributes 
in evidence, the other independence set must have 3 independences with 2 attributes in 
evidence also. 
4. Recursively try every possible relabelling of vertices in one independence set. Although 
this brute force algorithm takes O(n!) time to verify there is no such relabelling, the 
probability that two non-matching sets will make it to this step is low so, in practice, 
this step rarely needs to be executed and, if run, usually results in quickly finding a 
mismatch. 
The algorithm given in Figure 5.7 adds both types of isomorphism detection to Algorithm 
2 (changes in bold): 
5.2.4 Connected Components 
Identifying multiple connected components of the input network allows our algorithm to 
process the graph as two or more smaller graphs, resulting in speed gains over checking all 
possible independences in the larger network. The reason we can do this is, if two vertices of 
the graph are not reachable from each other in the underlying undirected graph, they must 
be independent regardless of outside evidence. As such, an essential hidden variable in one 
component will never impact vertices in other components of the graph. If the experiments 
are done in sequence, additional time could be saved by saving all networks of any smaller 
size with essential hidden variables and comparing (via independence isomorphism tests) the 
component to each graph that has an essential hidden variable. 
As an example, consider the 5 vertex W network depicted in Figure 5.1 with an additional 
vertex 5 added without edges to or from any of the other vertices. Vertex 5 cannot be a hidden 
variable as removing it does not impact independences aside from those that directly mention 
it (that is, that 5 is the source or sink in or is in the evidence for). Likewise, the added vertex 
is independent of all of the other vertices no matter which of them are in evidence or are 
hidden. Therefore we can consider the two connected components separately: the W network 
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Algorithm 3 - Hidden Variable Detection with Isomorphism 
Seen = 0 
Seensm = 0 
For( each network B of size n not isomorphic to a graph in Seen) { 
Add B to Seen 
Generate the set of independences in B, I 
For( each attribute h in the network B ) { 
Remove any independences with direct mention of h from I to generate h 
L=0 
M=0 
For( each network B' of size n - 1 not isomorphic to a graph in Seensm) { 
Add B' to Seensm 
If( set of independences of B' not in M) { 
Generate the independences in B', I' 
Add I' to M as a set of independences if M is not full 
} 
If( h independence isomorphic to I' ) h is not an essential hidden variable, 
j break and try another h 
} 




Figure 5. 7 Algorithm 3 
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Figure 5.8 Example of a network with multiple connected components 
by examining all smaller networks of size 4 and the single node by examining networks of size 
o. 
Likewise, when examining smaller graphs (graphs of size n - 1), we can generate the 
independences of the connected components separately and then combine them together into a 
single set of independences. In this case, we also need to augment the independences found in 
the components with vertices in other components being both in evidence and not in evidence 
(in every combination) as well as add the independences between components. This is due to 
the fact that the cl-separation rules allow two nodes to be independent for reasons other than 
being in separate components. 
For example, if we are in the process of examining Figure 5.8, we determine that nodes 1, 2, 
and 3 belong to one connected component while node 4 belongs to another. The first component 
generates only the independence (1 JL 3 I 2) while the second component (of a single vertex) 
generates no independences. If this graph is encountered while trying to match a size 5 network 
such as the W network (Figure 5.1), we also need to add independences between the connected 
components as well as independences with members of the other component in evidence - in 
this case, we would assert that (1 JL 4), (1 JL 4 I {2} ), (1 JL 4 I {3} ), (1 JL 4 I {2, 3} ), (2 1-
J_ 4),(2 JL 4 I {1}),(2 JL 4 I {3}),(2 JL 4 I {1,3}),(3 JL 4),(3 JL 4 I {1}),(3 JL 4 I {2}), 
and (3 JL 4 I {1, 2}) are the between-component independences and (1 JL 3 I {2, 4}) is the 
augmented independence. 
The algorithm given in Figure 5.9 adds both levels of connected component detection and 
utilitization to Algorithm 3 (changes in bold). 
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Algorithm 4- Hidden Variable Detection with Component Test-
ing 
Seen = 0 
For( each network B of size n not isomorphic to a graph in Seen) { 
Add B to Seen 
} 
L=0 
For( each network Be of size n' that is a component of B) { 
Le = FindHV(Be) 
Add Le to L 
} 
Return L 
subfunction FindHV(Bayesian Network B) { 
n = size(B) 
Generate the set of independences in B, I 
For( each attribute h in the network B ) { 
Remove any independences with direct mention of h from I to generate h 
Seensm = 0 
For( each network B' of size n - 1 not isomorphic to a graph in Seen8 m) { 
Add B' to Seensm 
If( B' has 2 or more components ) { 
I'= 0 
For( each network Ba that is a component of B') { 
Add the independences in Ba to I' 
} 
For( each attribute a in B') { 
I'= J'LJ{a lL b I b </. a's component} 
} 
For( each independence i in J' not spanning components ) { 
For( each member of the power set of the attributes not in i's 
component ev) { 
Add a copy of i to I' with ev as additional evidence 
} 
} 
} else { 
Generate the independences in B', I' 
} 
If( h independence isomorphic to I' ) h is not an essential hidden variable, break 
and try another h 
} 
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5.3 Experimental Results 
The algorithms discussed in the previous section were implemented in Java 1.4.2 on a two-
processor 1.8 Ghz Pentium 4 computer with 1 Gb of RAM. Here is a quick review of the 
different algorithms run: 
1. Algorithm 1 is the base algorithm as explained m the algorithm overview (start of 
Section 5.1). 
2. Algorithm 2 is the base algorithm augmented with memorization of the smaller networks 
(Section 5.2.1). 
3. Algorithm 3 is Algorithm 2 augmented with graph and independence isomorphism 
detection (Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3). 
4. Algorithm 4 is Algorithm 3 augmented with connected component optimizations (Sec-
tion 5.2.4). 
5. Algorithm T is Algorithm 4 run using pre-generated sets of non-isomorphic graphs read 
from text files and should not be compared to the other algorithms when evaluating scalability 
to graphs of size 9 and greater. All other algorithms using isomorphism generate the isomorphic 
graphs using the backtracking algorithm [Schmidt and Druffel, 1976]. 
What follows is the running time information for each algorithm as well as qualitative 
results about the structure and underlying independences that exist in Bayesian networks with 
essential hidden variables. The goal of the run time experiments was to see if any algorithm 
would be able to handle large Bayesian networks in a reasonable amount of time. The goal of 
the qualitative experiments was to provide information to us about what conditions will always 
hold around essential hidden variables. If a set of edge or independence constraints holds in 
the neighborhood of every essential hidden variable, future work may be able to prove these 
constraints as generally holding in distributions implying essential hidden variables. Other 
algorithms may then be able to exploit these constraints to find essential hidden variables 
through sets of local tests. 
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5.3.1 Running Times 
To time each of the algorithms, we used the !Timer [Roubtsov, 2003] set of Java classes. 
Table 5.2 reports average run times of each algorithm on a single graph of a given size. The 
first two columns give the size of the graphs tested and the algorithm used to analyze. The 
third column gives the number of graphs analyzed in 10 hours of running under that algorithm 
- starred numbers indicate that not all of the graph checks were completed within the time 
allowed. The fourth column gives the number of essential hidden variables discovered by the 
algorithm - some networks contain more than one hidden variable. The final two columns 
give the average time (in seconds) to analyze a single graph of the given size and the standard 
deviation of that average. 
Table 5.2 Average Running Time of Algorithms After Optimizations (in 
sec) 
Size Alg Num Nets Num HVs Avg Time SD 
4 1 543 0 0.00 0.00 
4 2 543 0 0.00 0.00 
4 3 31 0 0.00 0.00 
4 4 31 0 0.00 0.00 
4 T 31 0 0.00 0.00 
5 1 29280 100 0.04 0.02 
5 2 29280 100 0.00 0.00 
5 3 314 2 0.00 0.00 
5 4 314 2 0.00 0.01 
5 T 314 2 0.00 0.00 
6 1 21891* 582 1.64 1.41 
6 2 32095* 839 1.21 1.30 
6 3 6419 187 2.13 50.83 
6 4 6419 187 2.23 53.18 
6 T 6419 187 0.01 0.01 
7 1 282* 0 127.67 230.35 
7 2 230* 0 104.09 188.85 
7 3 30* 0 1359.09 3930.37 
7 4 30* 0 1393.31 6122.02 
7 T 10123* 12076* 8.46 7.81 
Those results that have an exceptionally low number of networks examined likely spent most 
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of the processing time a single graph so the average time should be considered extremely suspect 
- in all likelihood, the time to process a single graph of size 8 or higher is better measured 
in hours or days. When calculations over all graphs could not be completed, algorithms 3, 4, 
and T were more likely to encounter dense (and therefore difficult) graphs because they only 
examine each sparse graph once while algorithms 1 and 2 look at each sparse graph multiple 
times. For example, while algorithms 3, 4, and T encountered 4 graphs that required 3 hours 
of processing to find a graph of size 6 that had the same independences, algorithms 1 and 2 
only examined graphs that took under an hour to process. 
Performance on graphs of size 8 and higher is not reported as preparation to process these 
graphs took longer than the time limit. 
Also, note that most the standard deviations are larger than the averages - this indicates 
that the time to complete a given graph varies greatly, so taking the average time is practically 
meaningless. This is not surprising considering that many of the subprocedures used vary 
unpredictably depending more on the configuration of edges than on the size of the graph 
or number of edges. For example, independence detection using cl-separation rules requires 
the computation of all the paths in the graph - while this clearly depends somewhat on the 
number of edges, it is not a strong, predictable relationship. Also, as discussed in the previous 
sections, graph and independence isomorphism takes between quadratic and exponential time 
in the number of vertices. Component detection also depends on the configuration of the edges 
rather than the number. 
Given the issues of massive time differences between graph sizes and difficult to predict 
jumps in run time between graphs with similar size and number of edges, a graph of the above 
results would just be misleading to the reader. Instead, we will just make note of some general 
patterns: 
Experiments indicate the predicted great decrease in run time for small graphs when mem-
orization is allowed. While isomorphism and component detection added to the overall run 
time of the algorithm in the sizes we tested, we hypothesize that it leads to a time savings that 
increases as the size of the graph increases beyond the sizes tested. As a whole, it appears that 
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component detection takes more time to do than it saves in even large graphs. 
For further algorithm time analysis, a short monitoring program was written in AspectJ to 
monitor creation of objects in the program run (see Appendix B for details). Table 5.3 shows 
the average number of times a BayesianNetwork, Independence, or Path object was created 
in the analysis of a graph of the given size. What follows are brief explanations of the major 
data structures created by the algorithms and displayed in Table 5.3 and how they were used 
in the different algorithms. It was not possible to monitor the maximum number of objects 
in existence at one time so the numbers in Table 5.3 can only be interpreted as a loose upper 
bound on the space used. 
Table 5.3 Allocation of Major Data Structures for Ea.ch Algorithm and Size 
("k" denotes thousands and "M" denotes millions of objects) 
Class Alg 1 Alg 2 Alg 3 Alg 4 
Size 4 
BayesianN etwor ks 4± :::::::0 ::::::: 0 9± 15 6± 13 
Independences 125 ± 18 28±25 39±38 11±16 
Paths 97±22 7±3 8±3 4±4 
Size 5 
BayesianNetworks 5± :::::::0 5±::::::: 0 183±1050 1±3 
Independences 7058± 2244 92±109 284± 287 256 ± 359 
Paths 7542 ± 2915 25±23 29± 15 19± 15 
Size 6 
Bayesian Networks 6±:::::::0 2±1 14k ± 32k 12k ± 30k 
Independences 254k ± 164k 133k± 138k 7753±8689 6335± 8129 
Paths 308k ± 255k 208k ± 233k 106± 114 90± 103 
Size 7 
BayesianNetworks 7± :::::::0 1±1 9M±25M 2M± 13M 
Independences 9M±15M 9M±13M 72k ± 80k 112k ±433k 
Paths 19M±34M 17M±29M 95k ± 188k 16k ± 95k 
• BayesianNetworks - Number of complete Bayesian networks that had to be created to 
compare to the source network. This number stayed relatively low until isomorphism tests 
were introduced - the isomorphism tests created a new Bayesian network to compare 
to each time a test for isomorphism was done so the number of creations went up but 
overall space used probably did not go up as much as the numbers would indicate. 
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• Independences - Number of independences created is indicative of the number of inde-
pendences that each run of the algorithm needed to create. Independences were also 
stored to remember isomorphism classes in algorithms 3 and 4. The lower numbers for 
algorithms 2, 3 and 4 indicate the extent to which memorized independences can be 
reused - note that, while memorization had a large impact at sizes 5 and 6, this savings 
had all but disappeared by size 7 (reflecting the fact that not all independences could be 
memorized). Note that the isomorphism detection of algorithms 3 and 4, while creating 
more independences at size 4 and 5, resulted in a marked decrease in the number of new 
independences needed per graph at the larger sizes. 
• Paths - The object Path was used in the process of generating Independences and tells us 
at how many times the algorithm generating independences from cl-separation rules was 
used. More effective algorithms will create fewer Paths (on average) as the independence 
information will be retained for all cycles as much as possible. As with Independences, 
memorization in algorithms 2,3, and 4 resulted in fewer retests for independence and iso-
morphism detection resulted in a factor of 1000 reduction in the number of independence 
tests needed for algorithms 3 and 4 on size 6 or 7 graphs. 
Again, because the standard deviations are often larger than the average number of objects 
created, these averages are only vague indications of the number of objects created. 
5.3.2 Structural Test Results 
These tests were done to find out if the edges of the graph around the essential hidden 
variable conformed to any set of edge constraints. The constraints specified required edges to 
or from the essential hidden variable, to or from attributes near the hidden variable, and also 
required some edges to not exist in the graph. We used the graph isomorphism subprocedures 
to find out if particular edge sets held in every graph with an essential hidden variable. 
It was found that the subset of the edge constraints given in the definition of W networks 
(Definition 15) held around all essential hidden variables - this means that the W network is 
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always found embedded in a network with a hidden variable and specifically that the hidden 
variable was always at the apex of the middle peak in the "W" of the W network. 
5.3.3 Independence Test Results 
Similarly to structural tests, various sets of independence constraints were given to the 
algorithm to test against each network with an essential hidden variable. These were given 
as only independences or dependences between attributes rather than including the hidden 
variable in order to produce results that generalize more easily to an empirical test in the 
future. 
An example of a set of independence constraints that we attempted to verify was (1 lL 3 I 
4), (1 ft- 3 I 2), (1 ft- {2,4}), and (2 lL 4 11). This set held in both networks of size 5 that 
had an essential hidden variable but did not hold in all networks of size 6 or higher with an 
essential hidden variable. In fact, no set of independence constraints held in networks of size 
6. This indicates that it may not be possible to characterize essential hidden variables through 
independences among the visible attributes. 
5.3.4 Example Results 
Some examples of graphs discovered with essential hidden variables of size 5, 6, and-7 are 
given in Figure 5.10 - Table 5.2 displays the full count of all networks with hidden variables. 
Recall that each hidden variable discovered in a network of size n is discovered predicated 
on the other n - 1 attributes being visible. What appears to be multiple hidden variables in 
a network in Figure 5.10 indicates that all the other hidden variables are added back to the 
network before the next hidden variable is tested. 
5.4 Integration of Results with Previous Research 
Although our results are tangential to most of the literature in AI, one paper by Geiger and 





Figure 5.10 Examples of Bayesian networks with hidden variables of size 5, 
6, and 7. Each node marked with an H was drawn separately 
from the network - multiple hidden variables were not tested 
simultaneously. 
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Network [Spirtes et al., 2000]. The P-network is specified by the non-independence constraints4 
L(Pr(B I A= 0) Pr(D I A= 0, BC= 0) - Pr(B I A= 1) Pr(D I A= 1, B, C = 0)) = 0 
B 
L(Pr(D I A= 0) Pr(D I A= 0, B, C = 1) - Pr(B I A= 1) Pr(D I A= 1, B, C = 1)) = 0 
B 
where the hidden variable is ternary and all other attributes are binary. If the sets A, B, 
C, and D are all single attributes, the Verma constraints specify essential hidden variables 
in 5-attribute networks. However, it is not clear how these constraints would generalize for 
generating essential hidden variables in larger networks given the independence test results 
above. A first step to finding this relationship would be equipping the current algorithm with 
the ability to test non-independence-based constraints. 
5.5 Conclusions and Future Research 
As we can see from the above research and experiments, research remains to be done 
to understand the impact of hidden variables on Bayesian networks. Research in the social 
sciences is effective in a limited domain of the continuous and linearly-related cases (among 
other possible limitations). The research in artificial intelligence has made good headway in 
optimizing Bayesian networks for size and easy comprehension (through optimizing hidden 
variables) but, until recent theoretical work, has not investigated how hidden variables add 
representational power to Bayesian networks. 
Our experiments show that networks of the sizes examined all contain a subset of the edges 
and non-edges present in a W network embedded around the hidden variable. Precisely all 
the edges that are and are not allowed and what this implies for the independences between 
measured attributes has yet to be determined. However, if examining all the networks of a 
certain size is required, significant optimization will be needed to answer these questions in a 
reasonable time frame. 
The most significant optimization overall was the reduction to testing only graph isomor-
phism classes. When all of the smaller networks can be held in memory, there is clearly a speed 
4 The summation operator in this context denotes the removal of the variable summed over by adding up the 
probability of then normalizing over all of that attribute's values. 
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increase for testing small networks but this effect is limited to the memory on the machine 
so will only help with networks at the sizes we have already examined. The memorization 
also took its toll in terms of space usage (as did the memorization of isomorphism classes in 
Algorithms 3 and 4). 
We had originally hoped to create an intelligent search algorithm of the space of smaller 
networks (based on the independences generated from the larger network) by starting with an 
empty graph and then adding edges and backtracking as needed but the cl-separation rules 
used to generate independences do not allow this method to be much more efficient than a 
complete search of the space. Other optimizations could be attempted - if approximation 
is acceptable, we could draw a sample of networks and draw tentative conclusions from that 
sample. 
In our algorithm, we examined only the detection of essential hidden variables through 
independence constraints - it is likely that other essential hidden variables can be discovered 
using other specification methods. It also remains to be discovered what the exact relationship 
is between optimizing and essential hidden variables is - for exam pie, given a "best" scoring 
function, would optimizing and essential hidden variables be the same thing? 
In addition, several other new research directions have been prompted by this work. A 
simple one is to look for sets of hidden variables using the same methodology: if we pick out 
2 variables to hide and check the independences generated from the resulting graph against 
networks of size n - 2, we may be able to draw conclusions about complex interactions between 
hidden variables. The algorithm could also generate constraints similar to the independence or 
structure test constraints and output them at the end - this would clearly illuminate whether 
an independence-based characterization of essential hidden variables exists and whether there 
is a "best" structure-based characterization of essential hidden variables. These constraints 
could, in turn, be used to generate tests for whether an essential hidden variable is present 
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APPENDIX A Java Function Implementations 
The HVTest classes are available as source or in binary format in a JAR file. Assuming 
the JAR file is named "HVTest.jar", the following commands execute algorithms 1 through 4 
and Ton a network of size X (generating verbose output to track time closely): 
Algorithm 1 (basic hidden variable tests): 
java -Xms32m -Xmx400m -cp HVTest.jar HVTest -miclfv X 
Algorithm 2 (Algorithm 1 with memorization): 
java -Xms32m -Xmx400m -cp HVTest.jar HVTest -iclfv X 
Algorithm 3 (Algorithm 2 with isomorphism tests): 
java -Xms32m -Xmx400m -cp HVTest.jar HVTest -clfv X 
Algorithm 4 (Algorithm 3 with component tests): 
java -Xms32m -Xmx400m -cp HVTest.jar HVTest -lfv X 
Algorithm T (Algorithm 4 using text files): 
java -Xms32m -Xmx400m -cp HVTest.jar HVTest -lv X 
The remainder of this appendix gives the implementations of the classes used to run the 
experiments in Chapter 5. 
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1 /* 
2 * HVTest.java 
3 * Copyright (C) Brian Patterson 2004 
4 * Javadoc via 11javadoc -doclet com.aurigalogic.doclet.core.Doclet -docletpath 
./aurigadoclet/bin/ A urigaDoclet.jar -format pdf -out HVTestDocumentation. pdf 
-nonavigation -no links -headertext "Appendix A 11 -leftmargin 10-rightmargin 1 O 
-footerheight 1 -cssfile Comments.css HVTest.java BayesianNetwork.java Path.java 
Graphlso.java lndependence.java StructCheck.java IndepCheck.java Util.java11 OR 
5 * 11javadoc -d web/ -private HVTest.java BayesianNetwork.java Path.java 
Graphlso.java lndependence.java StructCheck.java IndepCheck.java Util.java11 
6 * PS to increase the memory used by this program (e.g. on HAL), use something 
like<BR> 




11 import java.io. *; 
12 
13 //Uses the following for timing from Vladimir Roubtsov 
14 //http://www.javaworld.com/javaworld/javaqa/2003-01/01-qa-O 110-timing.html ?#resources 
15 importjava.text.DecimalFormat; 
16 import com. vladium. utils. timing.ITimer; 
17 import com. vladium. utils.timing.TimerFactory; 
18 
19 /** 
20 * Calling class for generation and test for essential hidden variables 
21 * in DA Gs representing Bayesian Networks. 
22 * For more information on essential hidden variables (HV s ), see this thesis.<BR><BR> 
23 * 
24 * Call via: <B>java HVTest size [value ]<IB><BR> 
25 * where<BR> 
26 * size= number of variables in the network<BR> 
27 *value= binary value ofthesinglenetworkyou wantto test<BR> 
28 * (otherwise all networks of the specified size are checked)<BR> 
29 * (NOTE: an error will be generated if yournetwork value is not a legal Bayesian network 
of the specified size)<BR> 
30 * Example: If value is set to 4 with a size of 2, HVTest would test 
31 * a Bayesian network with 2 nodes and an arrow from node 1 to node 0.<BR><BR> 
32 * 
33 * Validoptions(precededbya 11-")are:<BR><BR> 
34 * v -Print verbosely (default=false)<BR><BR> 
35 * 
36 * m - Do not use memorization (default= yes )<BR><BR> 
37 * 
38 * i- Do not use isomophism testing (default=yes)<BR><BR> 
39 * 
40 * c - Do not use component testing (default= yes )<BR><BR> 
41 * 
42 * w - Do not import file 11indeps. txt" for independence testing (default= yes )<BR><BR> 
43 * 
44 * s - Do not import file 11 struct.txt11 for structural testing (default= yes )<BR><BR> 
45 * 
46 * l - Do not list independences of the network with a hidden variable (default= 
yes)<BR><BR> 
47 * 
48 * f - Do not use text files to speed up isomorphism generation (default= yes )<BR><BR> 
49 * 
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50 ! * t - Tum off the time limit (default= stop after 10 hours )<BR><BR> 
51 ! * 
52 i * Example:javaHVTest-vic6<BR> 
53 I * Gives verbose printout and runs without component or isomorphism 
... I testing.<BR><BR> 
541 * 
55 1 * @author Brian Patterson (patterbj@cs.iastate.edu) 
56 I*/ 
57 I public class HVTest { 
581 /**verboseoutput(default=false)*/ 
~ j public static boolean verbose= false; 
61 1 /**List independences of essential HV graphs (default= true)*/ 
62 i public static boolean listlndeps =true; 
63 i 
64 I /**Use memorization optimizations (default=true) */ 
~~I!, public static boolean useMemOpt =true; 
67 /**Use isomorphism optimizations (default=true) */ 
68 I publicstaticboolean uselsoTests=true; 
69 ! 
70 I /* * Use component testing optimizations (default= true) *I 
71 I public static boolean useCompTests =true; 
72 I 
731 /**Do independence tests (default=true) */ 
74 l public static boolean dolndepTests =true; 
75 l 
76 I /**Do structural tests (default=true) */ 
77 I public static boolean doStructTests =true; 
78 i 
79 I I** Do structural tests (default= true) *I 
80 public static boolean readlsoFiles =true; 
81 
82 /**Useatimelimitofl day*/ 




















I** Constant for time limit of 10 hours in ms. *I 
private staticintTIME_LIMIT= 10*60*60*1000; 
I** 
* Main procedure for testing for hidden variables. 
* Depends on settings of verbose, listlndeps, uselsoTests, and useCompTests. 
* @param args Command-line arguments 
*I 
public static void main (String args[]) { 
String indep; 
try{ 
int argStart = O; 
//Set the options (if possible) 
if( args[O].charAt(O) == '-' ) { 
argStart = 1; 
for( inti= 1; i < args[O].length(); i++) { 
if( args[O].charAt(i) = 'v') verbose= true; 
else if( args[O].charAt(i) = 'm') useMemOpt= false; 
else if( args[O].charAt(i) = 'i') uselsoTests =false; 
else if( args[O].charAt(i) = 'c') useCompTests =false; 








































else if( args[O].charAt(i) = 'w') dolndepTests =false; 
else if( args[O].charAt(i) == 's') doStructTests =false; 
else if( args[O].charAt(i) == 'l') listlndeps =false; 
else if( args[O].charAt(i) == 'f ) readlsoFiles =false; 




if( !uselsoTests && useCompTests) { 
System.err.println("Option-i cannot be used without option -c. "); 
return; 
} 
//Process the remaining argument as numbers 
int size=O; 
if( args.length > argStart && args[ argStart].length() > 0 ) { 
size= (new Integer(args[argStart])).intValue(); 
}else { 
} 
System.err.println( "Error: Input size is not valid."); 
if( args.length > 0 ) 
System.err.println("Size: "+ args[argStart]); 
return; 
int[] EssV s; 
if( useMemOpt) BayesianNetwork.memorize =true; 
if( uselsoTests) BayesianNetwork.uselsomorphisms =true; 
if( useCompTests) BayesianNetwork.useComponents =true; 
if ( !readlsoFiles) Graphlso. usingText =false; 
!Timer overallTimer =Timer Factory .newTimer(); 
!Timer sub Timer= Timer Factory .newTimer(); 
overallTimer.start(); 
subTimer.start(); 
142 double avgTime = O; 
143 intcount=O; 
144 Vector times =new V ector(l 000); IN ector of the times for each run so far. 
145 if( args.length > (argStart+ 1) && args[argStart+ 1].length() >0) { 
146 //SINGLE TESTING 
147 double net= (new Double(args[argStart+ l])).doubleValue(); 
148 BayesianNetwork myBN =new BayesianNetwork(size, net); //e.g. (5, 
... 18398850) 
1491 System.out.println( myBN.toString() ); 
150 1 if( verbose) { 
151 1
1
. //System.out.println("Testing network#"+ myBN.value ); 
152 ! } 
153 ! EssVs = myBN.findSingleEssVs(); 
154 l if(EssVs.length ==0 ){ 
155 i Vectorindepset; 
1561 . . System.out.r.rintln("No hidden variables for graph "+ myBN .value+ " 
... 
1 
with mdependences: ); 
157 indepset = myBN .generatelndependences(); 
158 , for (Enumeration enumlndep = indepset.elements(); 
... I enumlndep.hasMoreElements();) 
159 I System.out.println( (lndependence)enumlndep.nextElement() ); 
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160 } else{ 
161 listHVsAndTest(EssVs,myBN); 
162 } 
163 }else { 
164 //BATCH TESTING 
165 int hvcount= O; 
166 boolean isaNextBN =true; 
167 BayesianNetwork myBN =new BayesianNetwork(size); 
168 do{ 
169 count++; 
170 EssVs = myBN.findSingleEssVs(); 
171 subTimer.stop(); 
172 avgTime += subTimer.getDuration(); 
173 times.add( new Double(subTimer.getDuration()) ); 
174 if(EssVs.length>O ){ 
175 listHVsAndTest(EssVs,myBN); 




180 if( verbose) 
181 System.out.println("Tested network with value"+ myBN.value +" 
(network#" + (count+ 1) + ",time remaining "+ (TIME_LIMIT-avgTime) + ")"); 
182 subTimer.start(); 
183 if( uselsoTests) { 
184 isaNextBN =myBN.nextBNiso(size); 
185 } else { 
186 isaNextBN =myBN.nextBN(); 
187 } 
188 if( isaNextBN && timeLimit) { 
189 if( avgTime > TIME_LIMIT ) { 
190 isaNextBN =false; 
191 System.out.println("Time limit of"+ 
(TIME_LIMIT/(60*60* 1000)) +"hours expired, HVTest halting ... \n\n"); 
192 }else{ 
193 //Print stats at every lOOthnetwork 
194 if ( verbose && ( (times.size() % 100 ) = 0) ) { 
195 System.out.println("Searchforhidden variables among 
networks of size " + size+ " in progress, " +count+ " Bayesian networks of size "+ size+ " 
examined so far."); 
1% System.out.println("Numberof graphs with hidden variables 





201 } while(isaNextBN ); 
202 subTimer.stop(); 
203 System.out.println("Search for hidden variables among networks of size"+ 
size+ " complete, "+ count+ " Bayesian networks of size "+ size+ " examined."); 
204 System.out.println("Numberof graphs with hidden variables: "+ hvcount); 
205 } 
206 overallTimer.stop(); 
207 outputTime(" TOTAL TIME", overallTimer.getDuration() ); 
208 if ( verbose && (count> 1) ){ 
209 outputTime(" A VERA GE TIME per network", (avgTime/count) ); 

























































* Tums the run time passed in into human-readable output to System.out. 
* @param label Extra string to precede time results 
* @param timelnMS Time in milliseconds 
* @see HVTest#main(String[]) main 
*/ 
public static void outputTime( String label, double timelnMS) { 
if ( timelnMS > 0) { //Assumes we won't run this for more than a month 
Date curTime =new Date( (long)timelnMS + 6*60*60* 1000); 
GregorianCalendar curCal =new GregorianCalendar(); 
curCal.setTime( curTime ); 
Stringoutput=(curCal.get(Calendar.DAY _OF _YEAR)- l)+ "days,"+ 
curCal.get(Calendar.HOUR_OF _DAY ) +"hours,"+ curCal.get(Calendar.MINUTE) +" 
min,"+ curCal.get(Calendar.SECOND) +"sec, "+ curCal.get(Calendar.MILLISECOND) 
+"ms"; 
} 
if( label!="") System.out.println(label); 
System.out.println( output+"(" +timelnMS + "ms)\n"); 
} 
/**Just outputs the command line switches that are useable and gives an example. *I 
public static void help() { 
System.out.println("Valid options (preceded by a\"-\") are:"); 
System.out. println( "v - Print verbose I y (default= false)"); 
System.out.println( "m - Do not use memorization (default= yes)"); 
System.out.println("i- Do not use isomophism testing(default=yes)"); 
System.out.println("f - Do not use text files to speed up isomorphism generation 
(default= yes)"); 
System.out. println( "c - Do not use component testing (default= yes)"); 
System.out.println( "w - Do not import file \"indeps.txt\" for independence testing 
(default= yes)"); 
System.out.println("s - Do not import file \"struct.txt\" for structural testing (default 
=yes)"); 
System.out. println("l - Do not list independences of the network with a hidden 
variable (default= yes)"); 
System.out.println("f- Do not use text files to speed up isomorphism generation 
(default=yes)"); 
System.out. println( "t- Use a time limit of 1 day"); 
System.out. println(); 
System.out. println("Example: java HVTest -vie 6 "); 




Simple test function to print the essential hidden variables and perform 
structural and independence tests if requested. 
@param Ess Vs Indices for the variables found to be essential. 
@param myBN The network for which EssV s are essential. 
*/ 
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258 public static void listHV sAndTest(int[] EssV s, BayesianNetwork myBN) { 
259 for( inti= O; i < EssV s.length; i++) { 
260 System.out.println("Variable "+ EssVs[i] +"is an essential variable in graph"+ 
myBN.value); 
261 if(listlndeps ){ 
262 System.out.println(" with independences:"); 
263 for(intj =O;j <myBN.independenceSet[ EssVs[i] ].length;j++) 
264 System.out.println( myBN.independenceSetfEssVs[i]][j] ); 
265 } 
266 if( dolndepTests) { 
267 System.out.println("Checking for independences and dependences ... "); 
268 IndepCheck ic =new lndepCheck(); 
269 if( ic.Checklndeps(myBN.independenceSet[EssVs[i]], "indeps.txt")) 
270 System.out.println("All independences and dependences satisfied"); 
271 else 
272 System.out. println( "Some independence or dependence constraints failed 
to hold."); 
273 } 
274 if( doStructTests) { 
275 System.out.println("Checking for structure ... "); 
276 StructCheck sc =new StructCheck(); 
277 if( sc.CheckStruct(EssV s[i], myBN, "struct.txt")) 
278 System.out.println("All structural constraints satisfied"); 
279 else 






286 Computes the standard deviation of the times passed in. 
287 @param avgTime Average time spent. 
288 @param times Times stored as Doubles. 
289 @return Standard deviation of the times from the avgTime. 
290 */ 
291 private static double computeStdDev( double avgTime, Vector times ) { 
292 double sd = O; 
293 for (Enumeration enumTimes =times.elements(); enumTimes.hasMoreElements(); 
){ 
294 sd +=Math.pow( (((Double)enumTimes.nextElement()).doubleValue()-
avgTime), 2 ); 
295 } 
296 sd /=times.size(); 
297 sd = Math.sqrt(sd); 
298 return sd; 
299 } 
300 
301 /** Dummy function to trigger intermediate object count stats from AJ code *I 

















2 * BayesianNetwork.java 
3 * Copyright (C) Brian Patterson 2004 
4 */ 
5 




9 * Class for generation and test for essential hidden variables in DAGs representing 
Bayesian Networks 
10 * For more information on essential hidden variables, see this thesis.<BR><BR> 
11 * 
12 * This class has no main procedure and should be called using 
13 * the class HVT est or similar. 
14 * 
15 * @author Brian Patterson (patterbj@cs.iastate.edu) 
16 */ 
17 public class BayesianNetwork { 
18 /** Size of the Bayesian Network we're concerned with. Set by the constructor. If set 
to -1, there is an error.* I 
19 public int n; 
20 
21 /* * Matrix representation of the network. edge[i,j] = true indicates an edge from 
vertex i to vertexj. 
22 Self-edges are required to be false. *I 
23 public boolean[][] edges; 
24 
25 /** Base-10 representation of the edges generated from the sum over all vertices i and 
j of 2A(n*i + j) where edges[i,j]. 
26 UniqueforeachDAG. */ 
27 public double value; 
28 
29 /**Set of independences between vertices in this network when a vertex is hidden. 
independenceSet[ij] is the jth Independence object when the hidden vertex is vertex i. 
Not set from null if vertex i is not an essential HV. *I 
30 public Independence[][] independenceSet; 
31 
32 /**Indicates if we should memorize, set by calling function.*/ 
33 public static boolean memorize=false; 
34 
35 /**Number of independences that can be memorized into memory comfortably 
(approximately). Should beset as high as possible given machine and memory 
requirements as this indicates how many independences will need to be regenerated for 
each network of size n (a higher number indicates fewer regenerated networks at each 
iteration). 
36 */ 
37 private static int numRemaininglndeps = 36000; //Setting for HAL = 1500000, 
normal = 36000 
38 
39 /* * Indicates the value of the last network of size n memorized.* I 
40 private static double[] initial_BNvalue =null; 
41 
42 /**Independence matrices generated from memorizing smallernets. I guess 3-D 
Independence arrays don't work.*/ 
43 private static Object[] smalllndep =null; 
44 























public static boolean use Isomorphisms= false; 
!**Array of Graphiso objects used to generate BNs not in the same equivelence 
class. @see Graphiso* I 
public static Graphiso[] graphiso = null; 
!**Set by calling function. Indicates use of component decomposition to reduce the 
search time.*/ 
public static boolean useComponents =false; 
!**Array of the components for this network. components[ij] is the index of the ith 
component's jth vertex for this network.* I 
public int[][] components= null; 
I** Labels for vertices in decomposed network. 
parentLabel [i] is the vertex that vertex i maps to in the smaller network. 
*/ 
public int[] parentLabel =null; 
/* * Stores the max value we should test for each size network. Approx 
2"( edges.length*( edges.length-1)) *I 

































Returns an empty (no edges} BayesianNetwork. 
@param size Size of the network to be generated. 
*/ 
public BayesianNetwork(int size) { 
if ( BayesianNetwork.memorize ) BayesianNetwork.initMemArrs(size); 





edges= new boolean[n][n]; 
independenceSet =null; 
components= NoCycleCheck(); 
if( BayesianNetwork.top ==null II (BayesianNetwork.top.length <size) ) 
initTop(size); 
/** 
Returns a BayesianNetwork initialized to represent the specified base-10 value. 
@param size Size of the network to be generated. 
*/ 
@param remaining Base- I 0 value of the network to be generated. 
@see#valuevalue 
public BayesianNetwork(int size, double remaining) { 
if( BayesianNetwork.memorize ) BayesianNetwork.initMemArrs(size ); 








96 //Could just nextBN() to the value butthis is quicker 
97 int pwr, column, row; 
98 double tmp; 
99 value= remaining; 
100 while( remaining> 0 ) { 
101 pwr=-1; 
102 tmp =remaining; 




107 row = pwr I size; 
108 column= pwr % size; 
109 edges[row][column] =true; 
110 remaining-= Math.pow(2,pwr); 
111 } 
112 components= NoCycleCheck(); 
113 if( components== null ) {IN erify there's no cycles, flag if there is 
114 n=-1; 
115 System.err.println("Error: Input Bayesian network has a cycle!"); 
116 } 





122 Returns a BayesianNetwork initialized to the specified edges. 
123 @param e Edge set to initialize the Bayesian network to. 
124 @see #value value 
125 */ 
126 publicBayesianNetwork(boolean[][] e) { 
127 n = e.length; 
128 edges= e; 
129 if( BayesianNetwork.memorize ) BayesianNetwork.initMemArrs(n); 
130 if( BayesianNetwork.uselsomorphisms && (graphlso ==null)) 
BayesianNetwork.initGraphlsos(n); 
131 value= Util.FindGraphNumber( edges); 
132 independenceSet =null; 
133 components= NoCycleCheck(); 
134 if (components== null ) { IN erify there's no cycles, flag if there is 





140 lntializes the stored independence arrays for memorization 
141 or expands the array to accept new items. 
142 @param size Largest size networks possibly generated. 
143 */ 
144 private static void initMemArrs(int size) { 
145 if(smalllndep==null){ 
146 smalllndep =new Object[ size]; 






























































Initializes the array of graph isomorphism objects. 
@param size Size of the largest Graphlso object to support. 
*I 
private static void initGraphisos( int size) { 
graphiso =new Graphlso[ size+ 1]; 
graphiso[ size] =new Graphiso( size); 
graphiso[ size-1] =new Graphiso(size-1 ); 
} 
/**Initializes the "top" array to give an early stop value for each size of checks*/ 
private static void initTop(int size) { 
} 
double[] oldTop =null; 
int startSize; 
if (top== null ) { 
startSize = 1; 
} else { 
} 
oldTop = (double[])top.clone(); 
startSize = oldTop.length; 
top= new double[ size+ 1]; 
int total; 
for( int n = startSize; n <size+ 1; n++) { 
} 
if( BayesianNetwork.useisomorphisms) { 
total =0; 
int off set= 1; 
//Last row is always a self-reference when isomorphism is used so stop early 
for( int row = O; row< n; row++) { 
} 
for( int col= offset; col< n; col++) { 
total+= Math.pow( 2, row*n +col); 
} 
offset++; 
top[ n] = total; 
}else { 
} 
//Wecan'tignoremuchif no isotesting 
top[n] =Math.pow( 2, (n*n-1) ); 
if( oldTop !=null) { 
} 
for( int i = O; i < oldTop.length; i++) { 
top[i] = oldTop[i]; 
} 
/** 
* Alters this BN to reflect the next BN possible (caller should clone to keep old one). 
* The components are set to the components the resulting BN breaks down into. 
* @return True if this further BN exists, false otherwise. 
*/ 
public boolean nextBN() { 
int[][] cycleCheck; 
do{ 
//Update the 2-D matrix 
for( inti= O; i < n; i++) { 
for( intj =O;j <n; j++) { 
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208 if( edges[i]Li]) { 
209 edges[i]fj] =false; 
210 }else{ 
211 if( i == j ){ //Ignore self-edges 
212 value+= (new Double(Math.pow( 2, (n+ l)*i) )).intV alue(); 
213 }else{ 







221 value++; //Base-10 value of the binary array (only even values needed) 
222 if (value> BayesianNetwork. top[n] ) return false; 
223 cycleCheck= NoCycleCheck(); 
224 } while( cycleCheck==null ); 
225 components= cycleCheck; 




230 *Alters this BN to reflect the next BN possible (caller should clone to keep old one). 
231 * Uses a Graphlso object to only test networks in different isomorphism equi velence 
classes. 
232 * The components are set to the components the resulting BN breaks down into. 
233 * @return True if a further BN exists, false otherwise. 
234 * @seeGraphlso 
235 */ 
236 public boolean nextBNiso( int size){ 
237 if(BayesianNetwork.graphlso[size]==null) { 
238 BayesianNetwork.graphlso[size] =new Graphlso(size ); 
239 //System.err.println("New graph file opened for size" +size); //DEBUG 
240 } 
241 
242 BayesianNetwork nxtDAG = BayesianNetwork.graphlso[size].nextDAG(); -
243 if(nxtDAG==null){ 
244 n=-1; 
245 return false; 
246 } 
247 edges= nxtDAG.edges; 
248 value=nxtDAG.value; 
249 components= nxtDAG .components; 
250 n =nxtDAG.n; 
251 return true; 
252 } 
253 
254 /* * Executes a basic D FS search of the edge set to verify there are no cycles. 
255 * @return Null if there is a cycle. Otherwise, the 2-D array of components this graph 
contains (formatted as in the components) 
256 */ 
257 public int[][] NoCycleCheck(){ 
258 1 boolean[] containsThisVert; 
259 I boolean[] found= new boolean[n]; 
260 ! 
261 11 if( useComponents) { 
262 int count, tempint; 
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263 int[][] localVertices =new int[ n] [O]; 
264 boolean[] result; 
265 for( inti= O; i< n; i++ ){ 
266 if( !found[i] ) { 
267 containsThisVert= DFS(i,-1, -1, -1, O,newboolean[n] ); 
268 if( containsThisVert ==null) { 
269 return null; 
270 }else{ 
271 //Store strong components in localVertices 
272 containsThis Vert[i] =true; 
273 count=O; 
274 for(intj =O;j <n;j++) { 
275 if( containsThis Vert[j] ) { 




280 localVertices[i] =new int[ count]; 
281 count= O; 
282 for(int j = O; j < n; j++ ){ 
283 if( containsThis Vert[j] ){ 







291 return findUnderlyingComps(localVertices); //See advanced functions 
292 }else{ 
293 for( inti= O; i < n; i++ ){ 
294 if( !found[i]) { 
295 containsThisVert=DFS(i,-1, -1,-1,0,newboolean[n] ); 
296 if (contains This Vert ==null ) { 
297 return null; 
- 298 }else{ 
299 for(intj =O;j <n;j++){ 
300 if ( containsThis Vert[j] ) 





306 //Send back that all the vertices are in the same component (if not testing for 
such) 
307 int[][] localVertices =new int[l ][ n]; 
308 for( inti =0; i<n; i++) 






315 A recursive, depth-first search algorithm through a directed graph for cycles, 
strong components, and descendants. 
316 @param origin The origin of our search (and destination in the context of 




@param current The vertex where we are now. 
@param skip 1 Vertex to not include in the descendant set (usually set to the 
source of a Path if testing desc of paths, otherwise -1) 
319 @param skip2 Vertex to not include in the descendant set (usually setto the 
destination of a Path if testing desc of paths, otherwise -1) 
320 @param depth Depth of the search. If we exceed the number of vertices in the 
graph, we must have encountered a cycle. 
321 @param reachedVertices Vector of vertices encountered so far in our search from 
the origin of the search. 
322 @return Array of vertex labels reachable from the target or null if the input graph 
has a cycle. 
323 */ 
324 private boolean[] DFS( int origin, int current, int skipl, int skip2, int depth, boolean[] 
reachedVertices) { 
325 boolean[] result; 
326 depth++; 
327 if (depth> edges.length+ 1 ) return null; //Stops if depth># nodes =>cycle 
328 if( origin== current) return null; //Return to the origin via this path=> cycle 
332309 1
, if( current ==-1) current= origin; //In the first round only 
for( int i = O; i <edges.length; i++) { 
331 ! if((i !=skipl)&&(i !=skip2)&&edges[current][i]){ 
332 I reachedVertices[i] =true; 
333 i result= DFS(origin, i, skipl, skip2, depth, reachedVertices); //Note that 
. . . I reachedVertices is passed by reference 
334 i if( result== null) return null; 
335 I } 
336 I } 
337 ! return reachedVertices; 
338 i } 
339 ! 
340 I tt*************************************BASIC 
... i FUNCTIONS************************************* 
341 I /** 
342 j Finds all essential variables in this Bayesian network. 
343 I @return An array of vertex labels for the given graph that are hidden variables . 
. . · 1 Also alters independenceSet to reflect the independences of the Bayesian network 
. . . generated by hiding each attribute in this network. 
344 @see Independence Independence 
345 I @see #independenceSet independenceSet 
346 */ 
3471 public int[] findSingleEss Vs() { 
348 ii //Networks of size 3 or less don't have essential hidden variables 
349 . if( n <= 3 ) return (new int[O]); 
350 I //Memorize smallernets if possible 
351 I if( BayesianNetwork.memorize && (BayesianNetwork.smalllndep[n-1] =null) 
... I' && (BayesianNetwork.numRemaininglndeps > 0)) { 
352 : BayesianNetwork.smalllndep[n-1] = 
. . . j (Object)BayesianNetwork.memorizeSmallerNets(n-1 ); 











Vector initial_indep, small_indep; 
Independence[] main_indep; 
independenceSet =new Independence[n][O]; 
boolean[] isHV =new boolean[ edges.length]; 
I /If we can decompose this network, do recursive calls for each component 
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362 if( BayesianNetwork.useComponents && (components!= null) && 
(components.length> 1)) { 
363 int[] tmpArr, unmapped_tmpArr; 
364 Independence[][] tmp_indeps; 
365 BayesianNetwork[] compBNs = generateComponentBNs(); 
366 for( inti= O; i < compBNs.length; i++) { 
367 /ff est each network, join the results 
368 unmapped_tmpArr = compBNs[i].findSingleEssVs(); /ff est the smaller 
network 
369 if( unmapped_tmpArr.length > 0 ) { 
370 tmpArr=compBNs[i].relabelHVsToParents(unmapped_tmpArr); 
371 tmp_indeps = compBNs[i].relabellndepsToParents( 
compBNs[i].independenceSet ); 
372 for( int j = O; j < tmpArr.length; j++) { 
373 //Record HV sand associated independences 
374 if(tmpArr[j] !=-1){ 
375 isHV[tmpArr(j]] =true; 






382 boolean foundEquiv; 
383 initial_indep = generatelndependences(); 
384 BayesianNetwork smallBN; 
385 for( int h = 0; h <edges.length; h++) { 
386 //System.out.println( 11THEHIDDENVARIS 11 +h + 11 "+value+ 1111 +n); 
//DEBUG 
387 main_indep = condenselndependences( (Vector)initial_indep.clone() , h); 
//Remove variable h from each indep object 
388 if( main_indep !=null) {//Skip fully-connected networks and equivelents 
389 foundEquiv =false; 
390 //Do a check of the memorized independences 
391 if( BayesianNetwork.memorize && (BayesianNetwork.smalllndep[n-1] 
!=null)) { 
392 Independence[][] smalllndepences = 
(Independence[] [])BayesianNetwork.smalllndep[ n-1]; 
393 for( int i = 0; i < smalllndepences.length; i++) { 
394 foundEquiv = samelndependences( 
(lndependence[])main_indep.clone(), smalllndepences[i] ); 
395 if(foundEquiv) { 




400 //If we have non-cached networks, check them 
401 if( !foundEquiv && ((BayesianNetwork.initial_BNvalue==null) II 
(BayesianNetwork.initial_BNval ue[ n-1] != -1)) ){ 
402 if( (BayesianNetwork.smalllndep !=null) && 
... (BayesianNetwork.smalllndep[n-1] !=null)) { 
403 I smallBN =new BayesianNetwork( (n-1), 
• • • 1 BayesianNetwork.initial_BNvalue[n-1 ]); 
404 j if( BayesianNetwork.uselsomorphisms) { 
405 BayesianNetwork.graphlso[n-1].close(); 
4061 BayesianNetwork.graphlso[n-l]=newGraphlso(n-1); 













smallBN =new BayesianNetwork(n-1); 
} 
boolean isaNextBN =true; 
while( isaNextBN && !foundEquiv) { 
if ( BayesianN etwork. useComponents && (components.length> 
1) ){ 
415 small_indep = smallBN .generatelndepsFromComponents(); 
416 } else { 
417 small_indep = smallBN.generatelndependences(); 
418 } 
419 //System.out.println("Looking at this net"+ smallBN); //DEBUG 
420 foundEquiv = samelndependences( small_indep, main_indep); 
421 if( !foundEquiv) { 
422 if( BayesianNetwork.uselsomorphisms) { //&& 
(BayesianNetwork.smalllndep[n-1] !=null 
423 isaNextBN = smallBN.nextBNiso(n-1); 
424 }else{ 





430 if( !foundEquiv ) { 
431 isHV[h]=true; 
432 independenceSet[h] =new lndependence[main_indep.length]; //For 
later display/analysis 
433 main_indep = expandlndependences(main_indep,h); 
434 for( inti= O; i < main_indep.length; i++) { 






441 //Compress theHV array for return 
442 count= O; 
443 for( inti= O; i < isHV .length; i++) { 
444 if(isHV[i]) count++; 
445 } 
446 rtnArr=newint[count]; 
447 count= O; 
448 for( inti= O; i < isHV .length; i++) { 
449 if(isHV[i]) { 








458 Generates all independences from edges into the returned Vector using the 
d-seperation rules. Takes time O(nA2*2A{n-3} ). 
459 @return A Vector of Independences generated from this network. 
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460 @see #edges edges 
461 */ 
462 public Vector generatelndependences(){ 
463 Vector indep =new Vector(); 
464 Path[] paths; 
465 for( int origin= O; origin< n; origin++) { 
466 for( int dest =origin+ 1; dest < n; dest++) { 
467 // 1. Verify origin and destare non-adjacent (else no new independences 
generated) 
468 if( !edges[origin][dest] && !edges[dest][origin]) { 
469 //2. Use a BFS rooted at origin to find all paths to dest on the undirected 
graph version of this BN 
470 paths= findPathsBFS( origin, dest); 
471 //3. For each Path, see if each middle node blocks or opens the Path 
(according to d-sep) 
472 openOrBlock(paths); 
473 //4. Generate basic independences using info from steps 2-3 








482 Generates an array of all paths from origin to destination vertex using a 
breadth-first search on the undirected graph version of the Bayesian network. Used by 
generatelndependences(int) to find independences. 
483 @param origin Start of the path set. 
484 @param dest Destination of the path set. 
485 @return Array of all Paths dictated by the edges from origin to dest. 
486 @see #edges edges 
487 @see Path Path 
488 */ 
489 private Path[] findPathsBFS( int origin, int dest) { 
490 Vector OPEN =new Vector(); 
491 Vector paths= new Vector(); 
492 Path current, npath; 
493 I int curidx, tmpVert; 
4941 boolean noCycle; 
495 j int paths_count = 0; 
496 Path base_path =new Path( origin, dest, new Vector()); 
497 1 OPEN.add(base_path); 
498 ' while( OPEN .size()> 0 ){ 
499 current=(Path)OPEN.remove(O); 
500 for( int i = O; i <edges.length; i++) { 
501 if( current.middle.size() =0) 
502 ; curidx =origin; 
503 ! else 
5041 curidx = ((lnteger)current.rniddle.lastElement()).intValue(); 
505 if( (i != origin)&&(edges[curidx][i] II edges[i][curidx])) { 
••• j //Undirected edge simulation+ check for not returning to the origin 
506 I if ( i = dest ) { //Found a complete Path 
507 I paths.add(current); 
5081 paths_count++; 
509 }else{ 
510 I noCycle =true; IN erify we're not in an _undirected_ 
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510 ... cycle 
511 for (Enumeration en um Verts =current.middle.elements(); 
en um Verts.hasMoreElements() ;) { 
512 tmpVert = ((lnteger)enumVerts.nextElement()).intValue(); 





518 if ( noCycle ) { 
519 npath= (Path)current.clone(); 




524 } //else ignore and drop path 
525 } 
526 } 
527 /ffransform results to an array 
528 Path[] new _paths= new Path[paths_count]; 
529 for( inti= O; i <paths_ count; i++) 
530 new _paths[i] = (Path)paths.elementAt(i); 




535 Adds opener and descendant information about the middle vertices to the Path 
object. Used by generatelndependences(int) to find independences. 
536 @param paths Set of paths generated by findPathsBFS(int,int). 
537 @return A set of paths. 
538 @see Path Path 
539 */ 
540 private Path[] openOrBlock( Path[] paths) { 
541 int count, prev, next, cur, path_length; 
542 for( int p = O; p <paths.length; p++) { 
543 path_length = paths[p ].middle.size(); 
544 
545 //Initialization of opener, inEv, and desc 
546 paths[p ].opener= new boolean[path_length]; 
547 paths[p].inEv =new boolean[n]; 
548 paths[p].desc=newboolean[path_length][n]; 
549 
550 //Easier tracking representation 
551 int[] route =new int[path_length + 1]; 
552 for( int i = O; i < path_length; i++) route[i] = 
((lnteger)paths[p].middle.elementAt(i)).intValue(); 
553 route[path_length] = paths[p].dest; 
554 
555 //Examine each node relative to its neighbors in the current path 
556 prev = paths[p ].origin; 
557 for( inti= O; i < route.length-1; i++) { 
558 paths[p].desc[i] =null; //Default, populate only if d-sep rule#3 
559 cur=route[i]; 
560 next= route[i+ 1]; 
561 //1. Both outgoing edges from cur-> cur blocks this path 
562 if( edges[cur][next] &&edges[cur][prev]) { 
563 paths[p].opener[i] =false; 
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564 //2. One edge incoming, the other outgoing-> cur blocks this path 
565 } else if( (edges[cur][next]&&edges[prev][cur]) II 
(edges[next][cur]&&edges[cur][prev])) { 
566 paths[p].opener[i] =false; 
567 //3. If both incoming edges to cur-> cur or descendants open this path 
568 } else if( edges[ next][ cur] && edges[prev][cur]) { 
569 paths[p].opener[i] =true; 
570 paths[p].desc[i] = DFS(cur, -1, paths[p].origin, paths[p].dest, 0, new 
boolean[n]); 
571 } 
572 prev =cur; 
573 } 
574 } 




579 For each possible set of evidence, see if all paths from origin to <lest are blocked 
by some attribute according to the d-seperation rules. If so, add to independences. 
Possible evidence considered is the power set of all variables that is not the origin or 
destination. 
580 @param origin Label of the origination of all Paths passed in. 
581 @param dest Label of the destination of all Paths passed in. 
582 @param paths Array of Paths created by findPathsBFS(int,int) and processed by 
openOrBlock(Path[]) prior to this function. 
583 @return A Vector of Independences between origin and dest. 
584 @see Path Path 
585 @see Independence Independence 
586 */ 
587 private Vector addlmpliedlndependences(int origin, int dest, Path[] paths) { 
588 int count; 
589 Vector indepSet =new Vector(); 
590 boolean islndependent; 
591 int[] ev; 
592 boolean[] evidence= new boolean[n]; 
593 boolean done= false; 
594 while( !done) { 
595 islndependent =true; II Assert origin and dest independent given evidence, seek 
to disprove 
596 I for( inti= 0; i <paths.length; i++) { 
597 I if(! independentByPath(origin, dest, evidence, paths[i])) { 
598 ! islndependent =false; 
599 ! break; //No need to examine other paths, this Path allows dependence 
600 I } 
601 I } 
602 I if ( islndependent ) { 
6031 //All paths were blocked 
604 1 indepSet.add( new Independence( origin, dest, (boolean[])evidence.clone() 
) ); 
605 } 
606 //Update evidence to next value 
607 done= true; 
608 for( inti= O; i < n; i++ ){ 
609 if( (i!=origin)&&(i!=dest)){ //Never have theoriginordest in evidence! 
610 if( evidence[i] ){ 
611 evidence[i] =false; 
612 }else{ 
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624 Subfunction of addlmpliedlndependences(int,int,Path[]) that examines this 
particular path and set of evidence to see if this path implies that the origin and dest are 
independent. 
625 @param origin Label of the origination of Path passed in. 
626 @param dest Label of the destination of Path passed in. 
627 @param evidence Array of boolean values indicating which attributes are in 
evidence for this independence test. 
628 @param thisPathA Path created by findPathsBFS(int,int) and processed by 
openOrBlock(Path[]). 
629 @return True if this Path indicates that origin is independent of dest given 
evidence. 
630 @see Path Path 
631 @see Independence Independence 
632 */ 
633 private boolean independentByPath(int origin, int dest, boolean[] evidence, Path 
thisPath) { 
634 int current_node; 
635 boolean found; 
636 int i=O; 
637 for (Enumeration en um Vertices= thisPath.middle.elements(); 
enumVertices.hasMoreElements(); i++) { 
638 current_node = ((lnteger)enum Vertices.nextElement()).intV alue(); 
639 // 1. If current_node is in evidence and "blocks", rtn true now 
640 if( evidence[current_node] && !thisPath.opener[i]) 
641 return true; 
642 //2. If current_node "opens" and it and its descendants are not in evidence, rtn 
true now 
643 if( !evidence[current_node] && thisPath.opener[i]) { 
644 found =false; 
645 //Check descendants 
646 if( thisPath.desc[i] !=null) { 
647 for( int d = O; d < thisPath.desc[i].length; d++) { 
648 if( thisPath.desc[i][d] && evidence[d]) { 
649 found =true; 




654 if( !found) return true; 
655 } 
656 } 




661 * Used by findSingleEss V s(lndependence[] [])to remove references to hidden 
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* and update the labels of the remaining attributes to be compact. 
* @param indepSet Vector of Independences. 
677 
678 
* @param hidden var Label of the variable to hide. 
* @return Vector of Independences not ref erring to hidden var. 
* @see #expandlndependences(lndependence[], int) 
*I 
private Independence[] condenselndependences( Vector indepSet, int hidden var) { 
if ( indepSet ==null) return null; 
Independence ind; 
Independence[] indepArr, rtnArr; 
indepArr =new Independence[indepSet.size()]; 
boolean[] evidence; 
int count= O; 
for (Enumeration enumlndep= indepSet.elements(); 
enumlndep.hasMoreElements();) { 
ind= (Independence)( (Independence )enumlndep.nextElement() ).clone(); 
if( (ind.to!= hiddenvar) && (ind.from!= hiddenvar) && !ind.ev[hiddenvar]) 
{ 
679 evidence= new boolean[ind.ev.length- 1]; 
680 int new j = O; 
681 for( int j = 0; j < ind.ev .length;j++) { 
682 if (j != hiddenvar) { 




687 ind.ev =evidence; 
688 if(ind.to> hiddenvar) ind.to--; 
689 if( ind.from> hidden var) ind.from--; 




694 rtnArr= new Independence[ count]; 
695 for( int j = O; j < count;j++) 
696 rtnArr(j] = indepArr(j]; 




701 * Fixes the labels of the independences so they make sense with regard to the 
original graph labels. Independences removed due to containing reference to the hidden 
variable are left out. 
702 * @param indep Array of independences to be relabeled. 
703 * @param hidden var The hidden variable. 
704 * @return Relabeled array of independences. 
705 * @see #condenselndependences( Vector, int) 
706 */ 
707 private Independence[] expandlndependences(lndependence[] indep, int hiddenvar) 
{ 
708 boolean[] evidence; 
709 for( inti= O; i < indep.length; i++) { 
710 evidence= new boolean[indep[i].ev.length + 1]; 
711 intnewj=O; 
712 for( intj = O;j <evidence.length;j++) { 
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713 if(j != hiddenvar) { 




718 indep[i].ev =evidence; 
719 if( indep[i].to >= hiddenvar) indep[i].to++; 
720 if ( indep[i] .from>= hidden var) indep[i ].from++; 
721 } 






727 Memorizes the independence sets of many networks of the given size by using up 
lots of space. 
728 @param size Size of the networks we wish to generate. 
729 @return A two-dimensional array of independences generated by each graph of 
the given size (up to space constraints). Arr[ij] is the jth independence of the ith network 
(where i is a counter, notthevalue). 
730 @see#numRemainingindeps numRemaininglndeps 
731 @see Independence Independence 
732 */ 
733 private static Independence[][] memorizeSmallerNets( int size) { 
734 if ( BayesianNetwork.numRemaininglndeps < 1) return null; I !No more space to 
memorize 
735 Independence[][] rtnindep; 
736 BayesianNetwork nxtDAG =null; 
737 
738 Vector tmplndep =new Vector(); 
739 Vectormylndeps; 
740 BayesianNetwork smallBN =new BayesianNetwork( size); 
741 tmplndep.add(smallBN.generatelndependences() ); 
742 boolean done=false; 
743 int initialNumRem = BayesianNetwork.numRemainingindeps; 
744 int count= 1; 
745 while( (BayesianNetwork.numRemainingindeps > 0 ) && !done) { 
746 if( uselsomorphisms) { 
747 if( BayesianNetwork.graphlso[size] ==null ) 
748 BayesianNetwork.graphiso[ size]= new Graphiso(size ); 
749 done= !(smallBN.nextBNiso(size)); 
750 }else{ 
751 done= !(smallBN.nextBN()); 
752 } 
753 if( !done && useComponents && (smallBN .components.length> 1)) { 
754 //If more than one component 
755 mylndeps = smallBN .generatelndepsFromComponents(); 
756 }else{ 
757 myindeps = smallBN .generatelndependences(); 
758 } 
759 tmplndep.add( mylndeps ); 
760 count++; II Adds the number of BN s 
761 BayesianNetwork.numRemaininglndeps -= mylndeps.size(); 
762 } 




765 //Mark the network to start at if we ran out of memory 
766 if (done) { 
767 BayesianNetwork.initial_BNvalue[size] = -1; 
768 }else{ 
769 BayesianNetwork.initial_BNvalue[size] = smallBN .value; 
770 } 
771 
772 //Compress to array 
773 rtnlndep =new Independence[ count] [O]; 
774 Object[] tmpArr; 
775 inti =0; 
776 for (Enumeration enum V ects = tmplndep.elements(); 
enum Vects.hasMoreElements(); i++) 
777 rtnlndep[i] = 
(Independence[])( (Vector)enum Vects.nextElement() ).toArray(rtnlndep[i]); 
778 






784 * Wrapperfunction for samelndependences(lndependence[],lndependence[]) to 
convert Vectors of Independences to arrays. Used in non-memorized independence 
cases. 
785 * @param indepl Vector of Independences. 
786 * @param indep2 Vector oflndependences. 
787 * @return True if the two sets of Independences are independence isomorphic. 
788 */ 
789 public boolean samelndependences( Vector indep 1, Vector indep2) { 
790 Object[] tmp_arr = indep2.toArray(); 
791 Independence[] indep_arr =new Independence[tmp_arr.length); 
792 for( inti= O; i < indep_arr.length; i++) { 
793 indep _arr[i) = (Independence )tmp _arr[i]; 
794 } 




799 * Wrapperfunction for samelndependences(lndependence[],lndependence[)) to 
convert Vectors of Independences to arrays. Used in memorized independence cases. 
800 * @param indep 1 Vector of Independences. 
801 * @param indep2Array of Independences. 
802 * @return True if the two sets of Independences are independence isomorphic. 
803 */ 
804 public boolean samelndependences( Vector indep 1, Independence[] indep2) { 
805 Object[] trnp_arr = indep l.toArray(); 
806 Independence[] indep_arr = new Independence[trnp_arr.length); 
807 for( inti= O; i < indep_arr.length; i++) { 
808 indep_arr[i) = (lndependence)tmp_arr[i]; 
809 } 




























































(returning true if so). 
* @param indep 1 Array of Independences. 
* @param indep2 Array of Independences. 
* @return True if the two sets of Independences are independence isomorphic. 
*/ 
public boolean samelndependences( Independence[] indep 1, Independence[] 
indep2) { 
int sn; 
I 11. Initial, simple test - same number of independences 
if( indepl.length != indep2.length) { 
return false; 
} 
else sn = indep l.length; 
if ( sn == 0) return true; 
I 12. More complex comparisons 
boolean foundlnd =false; 
for( inti= 0; i < sn; i++) { 
foundlnd =false; 
for(int j = O; j < sn; j++ ){ 
if(indepl[i].equals( indep2[j])) { 
foundlnd = true; 
} 
j = sn; I /BREAK (inner loop) 
} 
if ( !foundlnd ) { 
} 
} 
i = sn; //BREAK(outerloop) 
if ( foundlnd) return true; I /Found all indeps 
if( BayesianNetwork.uselsomorphisms) { 
I 13. Make sure the same # of vars are in evidence for each independence 
(before doing anything more drastic) 
boolean[] used= new boolean[sn]; 
for( int i = O; i < sn; i++) { 
foundlnd =false; 
for( intj =O;j < sn;j++) { 
} 
if( !used[j] && (indep 1 [i].numlnEv() == indep2[j].numlnEv())) { 
used[j] =true; 
foundlnd =true; 
j = sn; //BREAK (inner loop) 
} 




for( int i = O; i < sn; i++) { 
if( !used[i]) return false; 
} 
114. Even more complex comparisons- Exchange identities of nodes in the 
independences & compare (n !+time) 
} 
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for( inti =0; i <(n-1); i++) { 











875 I !** 
I 
876 I * Recursively tries swapping every assignment of nodes, taking O(n!) time to check 
. . . I all isomorphisms. 
877 I * @param base_idx Index of one label to be swapped in indep 1. 
878 I * @param swap_idx Index of another label to be swapped in indep 1. 
879 i * @param indepl Array oflndependences. 
880 J * @param indep2 Array of Independences. 
881 * @return True if the two sets oflndependences are independence isomorphic after 
. . . J the labels for base_idx and swap_idx are swapped. 
882 I */ 
883 I private boolean sameindepSwapRec( int base_idx, int swap_idx, Independence[] 
.. · 1 indep 1, Independence[] indep2) { 
884 //1. Swaptheidentitiesofthetwo idxs in indepl 
885 , Independence[] new _indep =new Independence[indep 1.length]; 
886 J for( int i = O; i <new _indep.length; i++) new _indep[i] = 
••• 1 (Independence)indepl[i].clone(); 
887 J if( swap_idx != base_idx) { 
888 , for( int j = O; j <new _indep.length; j++) { 
889 ! if(new_indep[j].to== base_idx) { 
890 I new _indep[j].to = swap_idx; 
891 I }else{ 
892 I if(new _indep[j].to = swap_idx) new _indep[j].to = base_idx; 
893 i } 
8941· if(new _indep[j].from == base_idx) { 
895 new _indep[j].from = swap_idx; 
896 }else{ 
897 I if(new _indep[j].from == swap_idx) new _indep[j].from = base_idx; 
898 } 
899 if(new_indep[j].ev[base_idx] !=new_indep[j].ev[swap_idx]) { 
900 new_indep[j].ev[base_idx] = !new_indep[j].ev[base_idx]; 
901 new_indep[j].ev[swap_idx] =!new _indep[j].ev[swap_idx]; 
902 } 
903 } 
904 //2. See if new _indep = indep2 
905 I boolean foundlnd =false; 
906 I int sn =new _indep.length; 
907 for( inti =0; i <sn; i++) { 
908 foundlnd =false; 
909 for(intj =O;j <sn;j++) { 
910 if(new_indep[i].equals(indep2[j])) { 
911 1 foundlnd=true; 
912 · j=sn;//BREAK 
913 j } 
914 I } 




919 if( foundlnd ){ 





924 //3. Recursive calls to the next base_idx (if possible - else conclude no similarity) 
925 base_idx++; 
926 if(base_idx < (n-2)) { 
927 Independence[] next_indep; 
928 for( inti= base_idx; i < (n-1); i++) { //base_idx was the old start point 
929 next_indep =new Independence[ new _indep.length]; 
930 for( int j = O; j < next_indep.length; j++ ) next_indep(j] = 
(Independence )new _indepfj].clone(); 
931 if(sameindepSwapRec( base_idx, i, next_indep, indep2)) return true; 
932 } 
933 } 
934 return false; 
935 } 
936 //*************************************COMPONENT PROCESSING 
FUNCTIONS************************************* 
937 /**Generates independences using component decomposition of the network. 
938 @return Vector of independences generated by the network. 
939 */ 
940 public Vector generateindepsFromComponents() { 
941 BayesianNetwork[] compBNs = generateComponentBNs(); 
942 Vector myindeps =new Vector(); 
943 Vector tmp_indeps; 
944 for( inti= O; i <components.length; i++) { 
945 tmp_indeps = compBNs[i].generateindependences(); 
946 tmp_indeps = compBNs[i].relabellndepsToParents( tmp_indeps ); 
947 mylndeps.addAll( (Vector)tmp_indeps.clone() ); 
948 } 





954 Transform directed (strong) components to find weak components (that is, 
components in the underlying undirected graph). 
955 @pararn localVertices A two-dimensional array with the same structure as the 
components representing strong components in this network. 
956 @return A two-dimensional array with the same structure as the components 
representing weak components in this network. 
957 */ 
958 private int[][] findUnderlyingComps(int[][] local Vertices) { 
959 II If already in one strong component, no need to continue 
960 if ( localVertices.length = 1) 
961 return localVertices; 
%2 
963 Vector tmpV ect, result, compMembers; 
964 boolean newComp; 
965 int[] assignedToComp=newint[n]; 
966 for( inti =0; i <n; i++) assignedToComp[i] =-1; 
967 result= new Vector(localVertices.length); //Now used to store a Vector of Vectors 
with strong components 
%8 int compNumber= -1; 
969 int vertexidx = O; 
970 while( vertexldx < n){ 




974 //1. Find strong component of this vertex 
975 for( int component= 0; component< n; component++) { 
976 for( int j = O; j < localVertices[ component].length; j++) { 
977 if ( localVertices[ component] [j] == vertexldx) { 
978 compNum= component; 
979 j =localVertices[component].length; //BREAK 
980 } 
981 } 
982 if( compNum !=-1) 
983 component= n; 
984 } 
985 //2. Put all unique members of that strong component in the current 
component 
986 compMembers =new Vector(); 
987 for(intj =O;j <localVertices[compNum].length;j++) { 
988 if( assignedToComp[localVertices[compNum][j]] ==-1) { 
989 compMembers.add(new Integer(localVertices[ compNum ][j])); 
990 assignedToComp[localVertices[ compNum][j]] =comp Number; 
991 }else { 
992 //3. lf this vertex is already assigned to another component, retrieve that 
Vector from result and add to it 
993 if( assignedToComp[localVertices[compNum][j]] != compNumber) { 
994 compNumber=assignedToComp[localVertices[compNum][j]]; 
995 tmpVect = (Vector)result.elementAt( compNumber ); 
996 tmpVect.addAll( compMembers ); //Add vertices found 
997 for (Enumeration enumldx = compMembers.elements(); 
enumldx.hasMoreElements() ;) 
998 assignedToComp[ ((lnteger)enumldx.nextElement() ).intV alue() 
] = compNumber; 
999 compMembers = tmpVect; 




1004 if(newComp) { 
1005 result.add( comp Members); 
1006 }else{ 
1007 result.set(compNumber, compMembers); 
1008 } 
1009 if( compMembers.size() == n) {//We've found thatthe whole net is connected 
weakly! 
1010 localVertices=newint[l][n]; 
1011 for( inti= O; i < localVertices[O].length; i++) 




1016 //4. Goto the next unassigned vertex 
1017 vertexldx=n; 
1018 for(int i =0; i <n; i++ ){ 








1026 //5. Transform the Vector of Vectors into an array of arrays 
1027 local Vertices= new int[ result.size() ][O]; 
1028 int component = 0; 
1029 for (EnumerationenumComps =result.elements(); 
enumComps.hasMoreElements(); component++) { 
1030 tmpVect = (Vector)enumComps.nextElement(); 
I 031 localV ertices[ component] =new int[ tmp Vect.size() ] ; 
1032 inti= O; 
1033 for (Enumeration enumldx = tmp Vect.elements(); 
enumldx.hasMoreElements(); i++) { 
1034 int idx = ((lnteger)enurnldx.nextElement()).intValue(); 








1043 * Using components, generates an array of smaller, separated Bayesian networks 
from this BayesianNetwork 
1044 * @return Array of Bayesian networks that compose the current Bayesian network. 
1045 * @see#components components 
1046 */ 
1047 public BayesianNetwork[] generateComponentBNs() { 
1048 BayesianNetwork[] newBNs =new BayesianNetwork[components.length]; 
1049 int size; 
1050 boolean[][] tmpEdges; 
1051 for( int c = O; c <components.length; c++) { 
1052 size= components[c].length; 
1053 int[] tmp_parentLabel =new int[n]; 
1054 tmpEdges =new boolean[size][size]; 
1055 for(int vl =0; vl <size; vl++){ 
1056 for( int v2 = O; v2 <size; v2++) { 
1057 tmpEdges[vl][v2] =edges[ components[c][vl] ][components[c][v2] ]; 
1058 } 
1059 tmp_parentLabel [ v 1] =components[ c ][ v 1]; 
1060 } 
1061 newBNs[c] =new BayesianNetwork(tmpEdges); 






1068 * Utility function to relabel an array of hidden variables back to the graph's original 
labelling after decomposition and testing as component networks. 
1069 * @param HV Arr Array oflabels for hidden variables found in this network. 
1070 * @return Array of labels for hidden variables found in the network this network is 
a component of. 
1071 */ 
1072 private int[] relabelHVsToParents( int[] HVArr) { 
1073 int[] newHVArr= new int[HV Arr.length]; 
1074 for( inti= O; i < newHV Arr.length; i++) 
1075 newHV Arr[i] =-1; 
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1076 for( inti =0; i <newHVArr.length; i++) { 
1077 newHV Arr[i] = parentLabel[HV Arr[i]]; 
1078 } 





1084 * Utility function to relabel an array of independences back to the graph's original 
labelling after decomposition and testing as component networks. 
1085 * @param IndepVect Vectorof labels for Independences found in this network. 
1086 * @return Vector of independences found in the network labeled this network is a 
component of. 
1087 */ 
1088 private Independence[][] relabellndepsToParents( Independence[][] indeps){ 
1089 boolean[] temp_ev; 
1090 
1091 //Expand thesizeofindeps to myN 
1092 int myN = parentLabel.length; 
1093 Independence[][] new _indeps =new lndependence[my N] [0]; 
1094 for( inti= O; i <new _indeps.length; i++) 
· 1095 new _indeps[i] =null; 
1096 for( int i = 0; i < indeps.length; i++) { 
1097 for(intj=O;j<indeps[i].length;j++) { 
1098 indeps[i][j].from = parentLabel[indeps[i][j].from]; 
1099 indeps[i][j].to = parentLabel[indeps[i]lj].to]; 
1100 temp_ev =new boolean[parentLabel.length]; 
1101 for( int k =0; k < indeps[i][j].ev.length; k++) {. 
1102 temp_ev[ parentLabel[k]] = indeps[i]lj].ev[k]; 
1103 } 
1104 indeps[i][j].ev =temp_ev; 
1105 } 
1106 //Fix references to ref er to indep arrays in the original graph 
1107 new _indeps[parentLabel[i]] = indeps[i]; 
1108 } 





1114 * Utility function to relabel a Vector of independences back to the graph's original 
labelling after decomposition and testing as component networks. 
1115 * @param IndepVect Vectoroflabels for Independences found in this network. 
1116 * @return Vector of independences found in the network labeled this network is a 
component of. 
1117 */ 
1118 private Vector relabellndepsToParents( Vector Indep Vect) { 
1119 boolean[] temp_ev; 
1120 Independence thislndep; 
1121 Vector new_ Vect =new Vector(); 
1122 for (Enumeration enumlndep= IndepVect.elements(); 
enumlndep.hasMoreElements();) { 
1123 thislndep = (lndependence)enumlndep.nextElement(); 
1124 thislndep.from = parentLabel [thislndep.from]; 
1125 thislndep.to= parentLabel[thislndep.to]; 
1126 temp_ev =new boolean[parentLabel.length]; 
1127 for(intj =O;j <thislndep.ev.length;j++) { 
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1128 temp_ev[ parentLabel(j]] = thislndep.ev(j]; 
1129 } 
1130 thislndep.ev = temp_ev; 
1131 new_ Vect.add(thislndep); 
1132 } 




1137 Adds the independences between vertices of different components and adds 
independences resulting from augmenting 
1138 the independences found so far with all combinations of evidence from 
non-component attributes. 
1139 @param indepsSoFar Independences found by only searching within components 
for independences. 
1140 @return List of additional intra-component independences. 
1141 */ 
1142 private VectoraddlntraComponentlndeps(VectorindepsSoFar) { 
1143 Vectorindeps =new Vector(); 
1144 I /Reconstruct the component vertices' labels 
1145 int[] componentLabel =new int[ n]; 
1146 for( inti =0; i <componentLabel.length;i++) 
1147 componentLabel[i]=-1; 
1148 for( int comp= O; comp< componentLabel.length; comp++) { 
1149 for( inti= 0; i <components.length; i++) { 
1150 for( int j = O; j < components[i ].length; j++ ){ 
1151 if( components[i](j] ==comp) { 






1158 //Ifwe already have an independence set, make non-component vars possible 
evidence 
1159 for (Enumerationenumlndeps = indepsSoFar.elements(); 
enumlndeps.hasMoreElements();) { 
1160 Independence origindep = (Independence)enumlndeps.nextElement(); 
1161 boolean[] evidence= (boolean[])origlndep.ev .clone(); 
1162 boolean evChange =true; 
1163 Independence tmpindep; 
1164 while(evChange){ 
1165 tmpindep =new Independence( origindep.from, origindep.to, 
(boolean[])evidence.clone() ); 
1166 if( !origindep.equals(tmpindep)) indeps.add( tmplndep ); 
1167 evChange =false; 
1168 for( int i = O; i <evidence.length; i++) { 
1169 I /Never change ev of the component vertices, .from not needed 
1170 if( (i !=origindep.to )&&(i !=origindep.from) 
1171 &&( componentLabel[i] != componentLabel[origindep.to])) { 
1172 if( evidence[i]) { 
1173 evidence[i] =false; 
1174 } else { 
1175 evidence[i] =true; 
1176 evChange =true; 
1177 i =evidence.length; //BREAK 
1178 } 
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1179 .,. } 
1180 } 
1181 I } 
1182 1 } 
1183 I for(int v =0; v <componentLabel.length; v++){ 
1184 .,, for( int target= v+ 1; target< componentLabel.length; target++) { 
1185 if( componentLabel[v] != componentLabel[target]) { 
1186 II Assert all possible independences between vertices not in the same 
I 
• • • 1 component 
1187 I boolean[] evidence= new boolean[ componentLabel.length]; 
1188 i boolean evChange =true; 
1189 I Independence tmplndep; 
1190 while(evChange) { 
1191 tmplndep =new Independence( v, target, 
. . . (boolean[])evidence.clone() ); 
1192 ! indeps.add( tmplndep ); 
1193 I evChange =false; 
1194 J for( inti = 0; i <evidence.length; i++) { 
1195 I if((i != v)&&(i!=target) ){ 
1196 1 if( evidence[i] ){ 
1197 I evidence[i]=false; 
1198 I }else{ 
1199 !I evidence[i]=true; 
1200 evChange =true; 
1201 i i=evidence.length;//BREAK 
1202 ! } 
1203 I } 






1208 I } 
1209 I returnindeps; 





1214 *Utility function to create a human-readable version of this network. Specifically, 


















* @return String fit to output as a representation of this network. 
*/ 
public String toString() { 
String rtn Value; 
rtnValue= "Bayesian network with size" +n +"(real value" +value+ ")\n"; 
rtnValue+=" 11 ; 
for(int i =0; i <edges.length; i++)rtnValue+=(i + 11 "); 
rtnValue+= 11\n"; 
for( inti = O; i <edges.length; i++) { 
rtnValue+=(i + 11 "); 
} 
for( int j = O; j < edges.length;j++) { 
if( edges[i][j]) rtnValue+= 11X 11 ; 
elsertnValue+= 11 - 11 ; 
} 
rtnValue+= 11\n 11 ; 
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2 * Graphiso.java 








import java. util. *; 
import java.io. *; 
!** 
* Class to generate only Bayesian networks that are not graph isomorphic to any other 
graphs. 
11 * 
12 * This class has no main procedure and should be called using 
13 * the class BayesianNetwork or similar. 
14 * 
15 * @author Brian Patterson (patterbj@cs.iastate.edu) 
16 */ 
17 public class Graphiso { 
18 /* * Size of the networks generated by this Graphiso object *I 




















I** The largest size set of equivelence classes saved to disk (currently 8) *I 
public int BESTSAVEDSIZE = 8; 
!* * Whether to use text files containing previously-generated isomorphism classes to 
speed up processing. Set by the caller. *I 
public static boolean usingText =true; 
!** Numberofisomorphicgraphschecked so far. Used for printout and analysis.*/ 
public long count; 
/* * The last BayesianNetwork generated by this class. *I 
private BayesianNetwork curBN; 
/**Array of Vectors of past BayesianNetwork decimal representations generated by 
this class. Used as a hash table by total distances of all the vertices from each other.*/ 
private Vector[] pastlsos; 
/** IfusingText, the file object to read DAGsfrom. */ 
















/* * Initializes Graphiso to generate from scratch or read from disk the non-isomorphic 
graphs. 
@param size Size of the networks to be generated by this object. 
*/ 
public Graphlso(int size){ 
n =size; 
if( Graphlso.usingText && (size<= BESTSA VEDSIZE)) { 
try{ 
dagFile =new FileReader("dag" +size+" .txt"); 
} catch(IOException io) { 
} 
System.err.println("CouldnotopenDAG Filedag" +size+ ".txt"); 
io.printStackTrace(); 
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53 }else { 





59 /** Generates the decimal value of the next DAG not isomorphic to any previous ones. 
Exact behavior depends on the setting of usingText. 
60 @return A decimal number representing the next DAG to test. 
61 */ 
62 public BayesianNetwork nextDAG() { 
63 count++; //For analysis 
64 if( !Graphlso.usingText) { 
65 boolean foundlsoGraph =false; 
66 int hash Val; 
67 boolean isaNextBN =true; 
68 if( curBN ==null) { 
69 curBN =new BayesianNetwork(n); 
70 }else{ 
71 isaNextBN =curBN.nextBN(); 
72 } 
73 if( !isaNextBN) return null; 
74 do{ 
75 if( curBN.value > BayesianNetwork.top[curBN.n]) 
76 return null; 
77 
78 //Only need to check graphs in the proper hash value 
79 hashVal =0; 
80 int[][] <lists= FloydWarshall(curBN.edges); 
81 for( inti= O; i < curBN.n; i++) { 
82 for(intj=O;j<curBN.n;j++){ 




87 foundlsoGraph =false; 
88 if ( pastlsos[hash Val] ==null ) 
89 pastlsos[hashVal] =new Vector(); 
90 for (Enumeration enumNets = pastlsos[hash Val].elements() ; 
enumNets.hasMoreElements() && !foundlsoGraph ;) { 
91 BayesianNetwork compBN =new BayesianNetwork(n, 
((Double)enumNets.nextElement()).doubleValue() ); 
92 foundlsoGraph =isomorphic(curBN,compBN); 
93 } 




98 isaNextBN =curBN.nextBN(); 
99 } 
100 } while(foundlsoGraph && isaNextBN ); 
101 return null; 
102 }else{ 
103 int startPt, charVal; 
104 double total; 
105 
106 //1. Read the next iso matrix fromfile 
101 
107 int linelength = (n * (n-1)) I 2 + 1; 
108 char[] charBuff =new char[linelength]; 
109 int done; 
110 try{ 
111 done= dagFile.read( char Buff, 0, linelength); 




116 //2. Construct the adjacency matrix fromthecharBuff 
117 boolean[][] edges =new boolean[n][n]; 
118 charVal =0; 
119 startPt = 1 ; 
120 total = O; 
121 for( int row= O; row< n; row++) { 
122 for( int c=O; c<n; c++){ 
123 if( c < startPt) { 
124 edges[row][c] =false; 
125 }else { 
126 if(charBuff[charVal]=='l'){ 
127 edges[row][c] =true; 
128 } else { 






135 startPt ++; //Start using charBuff one more space over for the next row 
136 } 




141 /* * Moves this Grap hi so object forward to the correct to be produced next, 
142 skipping intervening networks. 
143 @param netlDValueofthenetworkto skip to. The next call to nextDAG will 
produce the network <B>following<IB> netlD. 
144 */ 
145 public void fastForwardTo( int size, double netlD) { 
146 BayesianNetwork myBN =new BayesianNetwork(size); 
147 while(myBN !=null &&myBN.value !=netlD) 
148 myBN.nextBNiso(size); 
149 if(myBN==null) 
150 System.err.println("Error: Requestto fast forward to net#"+ netlD + "denied, 
net not found"); 
151 } 
152 
153 /**Closes thetextfile associated with this object if it exists*/ 
154 public void close() { 
155 try { 








163 //*************************************INITIAL ISOMORPHISM 
TESTING FUNCTIONS************************************* 
164 /* * Determines if two BayesianNetworks are isomophic using a fast backtracking 
procedure similar to (Schmidt and Duffel, 1976). 
165 @param BN_main One Bayesian network for comparison. 
166 @param BN_comp Another Bayesian network for comparison. 
167 @return True iffBN_main and BN_compare graph isomorphic. 
168 */ 
169 public boolean isomorphic(BayesianNetwork BN_main, BayesianNetwork BN_comp) { 
170 // 1. Compute the distance matrix for each graph 
171 int[][] main_dists = FloydWarshall(BN_main.edges); 
172 int[][] comp_dists = FloydWarshall(BN_comp.edges); 
173 
174 //2. Compute the row and column characteristic matrices 
175 int[][] main_rchar = CharMatrix(main_dists, true); 
176 int[][] main_cchar= CharMatrix(main_dists,false); 
177 int[][] comp_rchar =Char Matrix( comp_dists, true); 
178 int[][] comp_cchar = CharMatrix(comp_dists, false); 
179 
180 //3.Assign initial partition 
181 // (main_Part[O] is the C array, main_Part[l] is the K array in Schmidt and Duffel, 
1976) 
182 String[] ID= generateinitialIDs(main_rchar, main_cchar); 
183 int[][] comp_Part = AssignPartition(ID, comp_rchar, comp_cchar); 
184 
185 if(comp_Part==null) { 
186 return false; 
187 }else{ 
188 int[][] main_Part = AssignPartition(ID, main_rchar, main_cchar); 




193 /* * Computes the Row or Column Characteristic matrix of the input distances. See 
(Schmidt and Duffel, 1976) for details. 
194 @param D Distance matrix 
195 @param rows If true, create row char matrix. Else create col char matrix 
196 @return Characteristic matrix where R[i] [j] is the number of times edges from 
vertex i had distance j. 
197 I */ 
198 I private int[][] CharMatrix(int[][] D, boolean rows) { 




201 for(int i = 0; i < n; i++ ){ 
202 for( int j = O; j < n; j++ ){ 
203 j if (rows ) { 
2041 if( D[i][j] < n) counts[i][D[i][j]]++; 
205 }else { 




210 I returncounts; 
211 ! } 
212' 
2131 /**Function to identify patterns generated from composing column, row, and distance 
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213... matrices to IDs. IDs for comparison and main BayesianNetworks must match - these 
initial IDs are generated from the main network. 
214 @param rchar Row Characteristic matrix. 
215 @param cchar Column Characteristic matrix. 
216 @return Array of Strings corresponding to composed patterns in the matrices. 
217 */ 
218 private String[] generatelnitiallDs( int[][] rchar, int[][] cchar) { 
219 int n = rchar.length; 
220 II Assign new class names 
221 String tmpStr; 
222 String[] classlD=new String[n]; 
223 for(int i = O; i < n; i++ ){ 
224 //Generate Zn-length string to ID this vertex 
225 classlD[i] = ""; 
226 for(intk =0; k <n; k++) classlD[i]+=rchar[i][k] + "" +cchar[i][k]; 
227 } 
228 
229 //See if multiple vertices are in any partition, mark for compression 




234 Deletes duplicates in an array of IDs. 
235 @param classID Array of Strings. 
236 @return classlD compressed. 
237 */ 
238 private String[] compresslDs( String[] classID) { 
239 int currentPart = O; 
240 for( inti= O; i <n; i++) { 
241 if( !classlD[i].equals("used")) { 
242 for(int j = i+ 1; j < n; j++ ){ 
243 if( classlD[i].equals( classID[j] ) ) { 







251 //Compress the IDs list 
252 String[] ID= new String[currentPart]; 
253 currentPart = 0; 
254 for( inti= O; i < classID.length; i++) { 
255 if( !classlD[i].equals("used")) { 




260 return ID; 
261 } 
262 
263 /** Generates the efficient initial (heuristic) partition given in (Schmidt and Duffel, 
1976). 
264 Partition[O] is the C array and Partition[l] is the K array from that description. 
265 @param ID Array of patterns. 
266 @param rchar Row Characteristic matrix. 
267 @param cchar Column Characteristic matrix. 
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268 @return Array of Strings corresponding to composed patterns in the matrices. 
269 */ 
270 private int[][] AssignPartition(String[] ID, int[][] rchar, int[][] cchar) { 
271 int[][] Partition= new int[2][n]; 
272 for( int k=O; k<n; k++) Partition[O][k] =-1; 
273 String tmpStr; 
274 int currentPart = O; 
275 for(int i = O; i < n; i++ ){ 
276 //Find this vertex's ID 
277 tmpStr= ""; 
278 for( int k = O; k <n; k++) tmpStr+=rchar[i][k] + 1111 +cchar[i][k]; 
279 for(intj =O;j <ID.length;j++ }{ 
280 if( ID[j].equals(tmpStr)) { 
281 Partition[O][i] = j; 
282 Partition[l][j]++; 




287 //Check to make sure all Parts are assigned! 
288 for( int k = O; k < n; k++ ){ 
289 if( Partition[O][k] == -1) return null; 
290 } 
291 return Partition; 
292 } 
293 
294 //*************************************ADVANCED ISOMORPHISM 
TESTING FUNCTIONS************************************* 
295 I** Uses an A backtracking algorithm and distance heuristics to test for isomorphism 
(Schmidt and Druffel, 1976, Algorithm 2). 
296 @param main_Part Partition of the vertices from the main BayesianNetwork. 
297 @param comp_Part Partition of the vertices from the comparison 
BayesianNetwork. 
298 @param main_dists Distance matrix for the main BayesianNetwork. 
299 -®param comp_dists Distance matrix for the comparison BayesianNetwork. 
300 @return True iff the graphs represented by main_Part and comp_Part are 
isomorphic. 
301 */ 
302 private boolean AlsoCheck(int[][] main_Part, int[][] comp_Part, int[][] main_dists, 
int[][] comp_dists) { 
303 int t=O; 
304 int smallest_part; 
305 int comp_split = O; 
306 int main_spli t = -1 ; 
307 int[] p =newint[n]; 
308 //Again, main_Part_step[t][O] = 11C 11 array,main_Part_step[t][l] = "K" array 
309 int[][][] main_Part_step =new int[n+ 2] [2][n+ 1]; 
310 i main_Part_step[O] = main_Part; 
311 ! int[][][] comp_Part_step =new int[n+2][2][n+ 1]; 
3121 comp_Part_step[O] = comp_Part; 
313 J boolean[] used_part =new boolean[ n]; 
314 ! boolean[] used_main =newboolean[n]; 
315 l boolean[] used_comp=newboolean[n]; 
316 i boolean[]tried_comp=newboolean[n]; 
317 I boolean foundone =true; 
318 I boolean foundone_decr =true; 
319 I String[] partID; //partID[i] =string for this class in step i 
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320 while( t != n ) { 
321 //Step 415 
3 22 main_spli t = p[ t]; 
323 if( (main_split == 0) && foundone && foundone_decr ){ 
324 //Step 6: Heuristic "smallest# of vertices in partition" used here 
325 smallest_part = n+ 1; 
326 main_split = -1; 
327 for( int part= 0; part< n; part++) { 
328 if( !used_part[part] && (main_Part_step[t][l][part] >0) && 
(smallest_part >= main_Part_step[t ][ 1 ][part]) ) { 
329 //Found a good partition 
330 for(intj =O;j <n;j++) { 
331 if( (!used_main[j]) && (main_Part_step[t][O][j] ==part)) { 
332 main_split= j; 
333 smallest_part = main_Part_step[t][l][part]; 
334 j =n; //BREAK(innerloop) 





340 p[t] = main_split; 
341 used_main[rnain_split] =true; 
342 } 
343 
344 //Step 7 (backtracking): Pick a vertex that is in partition main_split 
345 foundone =false; 
346 foundone_decr =true; 
347 //If the last assignment was a success, reset the comp vertices to try now 
348 if( (t==O) II used_comp[comp_split]) { 
349 tried_ comp= used_comp; 
350 } 
351 //Steps 10 and 11 done by compose on main graph 
352 partID = generatelDs(main_Part_step[t][O], main_dists, main_split); 
353 main_Part_step[t+ 1] = compose(partID, main_Part_step[t][O], main_dists, 
main_split); 
354 for( int r=O; r<n; r++) { 
355 if( (!tried_comp[r]) && (main_Part_step[t][O][main_split] == 
comp_Part_step[t][O][r])) { 
356 foundone =true; 
357 tried_comp[r] =true; 
358 //Step IO and 11 donebycomposeoncomparisongraph 
359 comp_Part_step[t+ 1] = compose(partID, comp_Part_step[t][O], 
comp_dists, r); 
360 
361 //Step 12 
362 for( int j=O; j < main_Part_step[ t+ 1 ][1 ].length; j++ ){ 
363 if( main_Part_step[t+ l][l]Li] != comp_Part_step[t+ l][l][j]) { 
364 foundone =false; 
365 foundone_decr =false; //return to step 7 
366 } 
367 } 
368 if (found one ) { 
369 comp_split = r; 





374 //Step 9 (returns to step 7 ift>=O) 
375 if( !foundone && foundone_decr) { 
376 t--; 
377 if(t<O) return false; 
378 }else{ 
379 if( foundone && foundone_decr) { //We found a match, results in same 






385 return true; 
386 } 
387 
388 /* * Function to identify patterns generated from composing column, row, and distance 
matrices to IDs for later vertex matches in the graphs. IDs for comparison and main 
BayesianNetworks must match - these initial IDs are generated from the main network. 
389 @pararn oldpartition Old partition of vertices from a BayesianNetwork. 
390 @pararn distances Distance matrix for the vertices from a BayesianNetwork. 
391 @pararn vertex Vertex to repartition on. 
392 @return Array of Strings corresponding to composed patterns in the matrices. 
393 */ 
394 private String[] generatelDs( int[] oldpartition, int[][] distances, int vertex) { 
395 String[] newparts =new String[n]; 
396 for( inti= O; i < n; i++) 
397 newparts[i] =oldpartition[i] + "," + distances[vertex][i] + "," + 
distances[i][ vertex]; 
398 
399 II Assign new class names 
400 return compresslDs( newparts ) ; 
401 } 
402 
403 /**Function to "compose" (concatanate together) the old partition IDs with the row 
and column for the given vertex as in step 10 of (Schmidt and Druffel, 1976, Algorithm 
2). 
404 @pararn IDs Set of old IDs for the old partition. 
405 @pararn oldpartition Old partition of vertices from the main BayesianNetwork. 
406 @pararn distances Distance matrix for the vertices from the main BayesianNetwork. 
407 @param vertex Vertex to repartition on. 
408 @return A new "C" and "K" matrix that will be used to determine if we have 
matched vertex labels successfully. 
409 *I 
410 private int[][] compose( String[] IDs, int[] oldpartition, int[][] distances, int vertex) { 
411 String[] newparts =new String[ n]; 
412 for(int i=O; i <n; i++ ){ 
413 newparts[i] = oldpartition[i] + "," +distances[vertex][i] + "," + 
distances [i] [vertex]; 
414 } 
415 int[][] Partition =newint[2][n]; 
416 for( int i = O; i < n; i++) Partition[O] [i] = -1; 
417 for(int i = O; i <n; i++ ){ 
418 //Find the correct ID 
419 for(intj = O;j <IDs.length;j++){ 
420 if( newparts[i].equalslgnoreCase(IDs[j])) { 















429 l //*************************************UTILITY 
.. ·1' FUNCTIONS************************************* 
430 /** Implementation of the Floyd-Warshall algorithm for all pairs shortest-paths 
... I distances in a directed graph (CRLS, 01). 
431 ! @param W Set of edges to derive distances from. 






































graph indicated by W. 
*/ 
public int[][] FloydWarshall(boolean[JO W) { 
int n = W.length; 
} 
} 
int[][] D =new int[n][n]; 
int[][] D _prev; 
for( inti= O; i <n; i++) { 
for( int j = O; j < n; j++) { 
if( W[i][j]) { 
D[i][j] = 1; 
}else{ 




for( int k =0; k <n; k++) { 
D_prev=D; 
} 
for(int i=O; i <n; i++) { 
for( int j=O; j < n; j++) { 
} 
} 
if( D_prev[i][j] < (D_prev[i][k] + D_prev[k][j])) { 
D[i][j] = D_prev[i][j]; 
}else{ 




2 * lndependence.java 





7 * Small data structure to hold independence information. Can only record single source 
and destination independences. 
8 * 
9 * @author Brian Patterson (patterbj@cs.iastate.edu) 
10 */ 
11 public class Independence implements Cloneable { 
12 public int from; 
13 public int to; 
14 
15 /**Which attributes are in evidence for this Independence to hold. *I 
16 public boolean[] ev; 
17 
18 /** 
19 Returns an Independence object representing the input relationship 
20 @param f An attribute that is one margin of the independence. 
21 @param t An attribute that is the other margin of the independence. 
22 @param e Array indicating which other attributes are in evidence. 
23 */ 
24 publiclndependence(intf,int t, boolean[] e) { 
25 from=f; 







31 Basic equality tester for this object. 
32 @param ind Independence to compare to the current Independence for equality. 
33 @return True if the input Independence is the same as this Independence. 
34 */ 
35 public boolean equals(lndependence ind) { 
36 if( ((ind.from ==from) && (ind.to== to)) II ((ind.to ==from) && (ind.from == 
to))) { 
37 for( inti= O; i < ev .length; i++) { 
38 if( ev[i] != ind.ev[i]) return false; 
39 } 
40 return true; 
41 } 
42 return false; 
43 } 
44 
45 /* * Returns the number of variables in evidence for this Independence. *I 
46 public int numlnEv() { 
47 int numlnEv = O; 
48 if ( ev != null ) { 
49 for( int i = O; i < ev .length; i++) { 









58 Returns a copy of this Independence. 
59 */ 
60 public Object clone() { 
61 Independence indep =new Independence( to, from, (boolean[])ev .clone() ); 




66 *Utility function to create a human-readable version of this Independence. <BR> 
67 * Example: Independence between node 0 and node 1 given <2,3> 
68 * @return String fit to output as a representation of this Independence. 
69 */ 
70 public String toString() { 
71 String rtnString = ("Independence between node 11 +from+ 11 and node 11 +to + 11 
given< 11); 
72 for( int i = O; i < ev .length; i ++) { 
73 if( ev[i]) rtnString += (i +" "); 
74 } 
75 rtnString+= ">."; 





2 * Path.java 




















































import java. util. *; 
/** 
* Simple utility data structure and basic functions for tracking paths 
*in a {@link BayesianNetwork BayesianNetwork}. 
* 
* @author Brian Patterson (patterbj@cs.iastate.edu) 
*I 
public class Path implements Cloneable { 
public int origin; 
public int dest; 
I** Vector of Integer labels for vertices between the origin and the <lest of this Path *I 
public Vector middle; 
/**Whether each vertex in the Path is an opening vertex (that is, opens a path from 
origin to dest when in evidence). *I 
public boolean[] opener; 
I** Stores which of the middle vertices are in evidence. *I 
public boolean[] inEv; 
I** Set of descendants for vertices in the Path (possibly for each member of {@link 
#middle middle}).*/ 
public boolean[][] desc; 
!** 
Returns an empty (no vertices) Path. 
*I 









Returns a Path representing a simple path from o to d through middle vertices 
indexed in m. 
*I 
@param o Origin of the path we're creating. 
@param d Destination of the path we're creating. 
@param m Vector of vertex labels on the path from o to d. 











58 Returns a deep copy of this Path. 
59 *I 
60 public Object clone() { 
61 Path newpath =new Path(); 
62 newpath.origin =origin; 
63 newpath.dest = dest; 
64 newpath.middle = (Vector)middle.clone(); 
65 if( opener !=null) newpath.opener = (boolean[])opener.clone(); 
66 if( opener!= null) newpath.inEv = (boolean[])inEv.clone(); 
67 if( opener !=null ) newpath.desc = (boolean[][])desc.clone(); 




72 Basic equality tester for Paths. 
73 @param thispath Path to compare to the current path for equality. 
7 4 @return True if the input path is the same as this path. 
75 */ 
76 public boolean equals(Path thispath) { 
77 if( (thispath.origin !=origin) II (thispath.dest != dest)) return false; 
78 if( middle !=null) { 
79 if(thispath.middle.size() !=middle.size()) return false; 
80 
81 for( inti= O; i <middle.size(); i++) { 
82 if( ((lnteger)middle.elementAt(i)).intValue() != 
((lnteger)thispath.middle.elementAt(i) ).intV alue() ) return false; 
83 } 
84 }else{ 
85 if( thispath.middle !=null ) return false; 
86 } 
87 if (opener != null ) { 
88 if(thispath.opener.length !=opener.length) return false; 
89 · for( int i = O; i <opener.length; i++) { 
90 if( opener[i] != thispath.opener[i]) return false; 
91 } 
92 }else{ 
93 if( thispath.opener !=null) return false; 
94 } 
95 if ( inEv != null ) { 
96 if(thispath.inEv.length != inEv.length) return false; 
97 for( inti= O; i < inEv .length; i++) { 
98 if( inEv[i] != thispath.inEv[i]) return false; 
99 } 
100 }else{ 
101 if( thispath.inEv !=null) return false; 
102 } 
103 if ( desc !=null ) { 
104 if(thispath.desc.length != desc.length) return false; 
105 for( int i = O; i < desc.length; i++) { 
106 if( desc[i] != thispath.desc[i]) return false; 
107 } 
108 }else{ 
109 if ( thispath.desc != null ) return false; 
110 } 
112 




115 *Utility function to create a human-readable version of this Path.<BR> 
116 * Example: <BR> 
117 * Path from 1to3 through2,5,7<BR> 
118 * Node 2 blocks.<BR> 
119 * Node 5 opens with no descendants.<BR> 
120 * Node 7 opens with descendants 8,9.<BR> 
121 * @return String fit to output as a representation of this Path. 
122 */ 
123 public String toString() { 
124 String rtnString =("Path from"+ origin+" to "+<lest+ "through"); 
125 if( middle !=null) { 
126 for( int j = 0; j <middle.size() - 1; j++) rtnString += (middle.elementAtU) + 
If ")· 
' ' 127 rtnString += (middle.elementAt(middle.size() - 1) + ".\n"); 
128 for( int j = 0; j <middle.size(); j++) { 
129 if( opener !=null) { 
130 if ( opener[j] ) { 
131 if( desc[j] ==null) { 
132 rtnString +=("Node "+ middle.elementAt(j) +"opens with no 
descendants\n "); 
133 }else{ 
134 rtnString +=("Node"+ middle.elementAt(j) +"opens with 
descendant(s): "); 
135 for( int k = O; k <descfj).length; k++) { 
136 if( desclj][k]) 
137 rtnString += ( k + ", "); 
138 } 
139 rtnString+=( rtnString.substring(O,rtnString.length()-1) + "\n" ); 
140 } 
141 } else { 












2 * Util.java 












* A Class to store useful things to compute in our exploration of Bayesian Networks 
* * @author Brian Patterson (patterbj@cs.iastate.edu) 
*/ 
public class Util { 
14 public static void main (String args[]) { 











































*Returns theBN representation of the input String. Used to input Os and ls and getthe 
BayesianNetwork value of the edge set. 
* @param str Representation of a 2-D matrix scrunched into a string. 
* @return String of formatted output expressing this network. 
*I 
public static String FindGraph( String str) { 
double netV alue = O; 
} 
int size= (new Double(Math.sqrt( (double )str.length())) ).intV alue(); 
for( inti= O; i < str.length(); i++) { 
if( str.charAt(i) = 'l ') netValue += Math.pow(2,i); 
} 
BayesianNetwork myBN =new BayesianNetwork(size, netV alue ); 
myBN.value =netValue; 
return myBN. toString(); 
/**. 
* Returns the BN representation of the input integer. 
* @param idx Base-10 value of the BayesianNetwork. 
* @return String of formatted output expressing this network. 
*I 
public static String FindGraph( int size, double idx ) { 




* Converts adjacency matrix (representing base-2) to base-10 representation. 
* @param edges Adjacency-matrix rep of a DAG. 
* @return Base-10 representation of the input adjacency matrix. 
*I 
public static double FindGraphNumber( boolean[][] edges){ 
int n =edges.length; 
double total = O; 
for( inti =0; i <n; i++) { 
for(intj =O;j <n;j++) { 




















APPENDIX B Java and AspectJ Test Implementations 
This chapter gives the implementation of the classes used to trace or test the allocations, 
running times, and structural properties of objects for the experiments in Chapter 5. 
116 
1 /* 
2 * IndepCheck.java 








import java. util. *; 
import java.io. *; 
!** 
* Utility class to test independence information taken from a text file on an input set of 
independences. 
11 * 
12 * @author Brian Patterson (patterbj@cs.iastate.edu) 
13 */ 
14 public class IndepCheck { 
15 /** Best set of independence vertex maps. *I 








































/* * Error of best independence vertex maps. *I 
public int maxFail; 
/**Does nothing*/ 
public lndepCheck() {} 
/** 
Tests the independence set given with those found in the input file with 
Checklndeps(lndependence[] ,Independence[] ,Independence[]). 
@param indepSet Set of independences to test. 
*/ 
@param filename Name of the file to find independences to test. 
@return True if all of the independences in the input file hold. 
public boolean Checklndeps(lndependence[] indepSet, String filename) { 
if ( indepSet.length < 1) return false; 
Vector WNetlndeps Vect =new Vector(); 
Vector WNetDepsVect =new Vector(); 
Vector changedV ect =null; 
int start,end; 
boolean[] evidence= new boolean[indepSet[O].ev .length]; 
int[] ev _ints; 
BufferedReader WNetFile; 
try{ 
WNetFile =new Buff eredReader(new FileReader(filename) ); 
while( WNetFile.ready() ) { 
111. Parse the next line 
String line= WNetFile.readLine(); 
if ( line.charAt(O) != '#') { 
String[] temp= line.split(":"); 
if( temp[O].equalslgnoreCase( "indep") ) { 
changedV ect = WNetlndeps V ect; 
} else if( temp[O].equalslgnoreCase( "dep" ) ) { 
changedVect = WNetDeps Vect; 
}else{ 
} 
System.err.println("Malforrned input line: "+line); 
changedV ect =null; 
temp= temp[l].split(";"); 
117 
56 start= (new Integer(temp[O])).intV alue(); 
57 end= (new Integer(temp[l])).intValue(); 
58 evidence= new boolean[ evidence.length]; 
59 if (temp.length> 2 ) { 
60 temp=temp[2].split(","); 
61 ev _ints =new int[ temp.length]; 
62 for( inti= O; i < ev _ints.length; i++) { 
63 ev _ints[i] =(new Integer(temp[i])).intV alue(); 
64 if( ev _ints[i] > evidence.length-1) 
65 System.err.println("Evidence for a vertex not included in the 
input independence set, it will be ignored: " + line); 
66 } 
67 for( int i = O; i < ev _ints.length; i++) { 
68 if( ev_ints[i] <evidence.length) 




73 112. Put the line into an independence object and add to collection 









82 Independence[] WNetlndeps =new Independence[WNetlndeps Vect.size()]; 
83 Independence[] WNetDeps =new Independence[WNetDeps Vect.size()]; 
84 for( inti= 0; i < WNetlndeps.length; i++) WNetlndeps[i] = 
(Independence) WNetlndeps Vect.elementAt(i); 
85 for( inti =0; i <WNetDeps.length;i++) WNetDeps[i] = 
(Independence) WNetDeps Vect.elementAt(i); 
86 




91 Returns true if all independences in indepToHold hold and none in indepToFail 
hold in indepSet. 
92 Label-independenttest(all labels will betried). Portions borrowed from 
BayesianNetwork#samelndepSwapRec(int, int, Independence[], Independence[], int). 
93 @param indepSet Set of independences to test. 
94 @param indepToHold Set of independences to hold in a test. 
95 @param indepToFail Set of dependence to hold in a test. 
96 @return True if all of indepToHold and none of indepToFail hold in indepSet. 
97 *I 
98 public boolean Checklndeps(Independence[] indepSet, Independence[] indepToHold, 
Independence[] indepToFail) { 
99 Ill. Find the best possible vertex map 
100 bestlndeps = indepSet; 
101 maxFail = indepSet[O].ev.length; 
102 for( inti= O; i < indepSet[O].ev.length; i++) { 
103 findConsistentLabelMap( 
(lndependence[])indepSet.clone(),indepToHold,indepToFail,O,i); 
104 if(maxFail = 0) 
118 
105 return true; 
106 } 
107 
108 //2. Output independences that are incorrect under vertMap 
109 
110 boolean foundind; 
111 for( inti= O; i < indepToHold.length; i++) { 
112 foundind =false; 
113 for( int j = O; j < bestlndeps.length;j++) { 
114 if( indepToHold[i].equals( bestlndepsfj])) { 
115 foundind =true; 
116 j = bestindeps.length; //BREAK 
117 } 
118 } 
119 if ( !foundind ) { 
120 System.out.println(indepToHold[i] +"fails to hold when it should."); 
121 } 
122 } 
123 for( inti= O; i < indepToFail.length; i++) { 
124 for( int j = O; j < bestlndeps.length;j++) { 
125 if( indepToFail[i].equals( bestindepsfj])) { 
126 System.out.println(indepToFail[i] +"holds when it should not."); 








135 * Recursively tries swapping every assignment of nodes, 
136 * takingO(n!)time to check mappings. 
137 * @param indepSet Set of independences to test 
138 * @param indepToHold Set of independences to hold in a test 
139 * @param indepToFail Set of dependence to hold in a test 
140 * @param base_idx Index of one label to be swapped in indepSet. 
141 * @param swap_idx Index of another label to be swapped in indepSet. 
142 * @param vertMap Map of indepSet's indices to indepToHold and indepToFail's. 
143 */ 
144 private void findConsistentLabelMap( Independence[] indepSet, Independence[] 
indepToHold, Independence[] indepToFail, int base_idx, int swap_idx) { 
145 //1. Swaptheidentitiesofthetwo idxsin indepl 
146 int n =indepSet[O].ev.length; 
147 II Ensure deep cloning 
148 Independence[] tmpSet =new Independence[indepSet.length]; 
149 for( inti= O; i < tmpSet.length; i++) tmpSet[i] = 
(Independence )indepSet[i] .clone(); 
150 Independence[] new _indepSet = mapindices( tmpSet, base_idx, swap_idx ); 
151 
152 //2. Find the number of disagreements in this permutation 
153 int new _maxFail = countDisagreements( new _indepSet, indepToHold, indepToFail, 
maxFail); 
154 
155 //3. lf we have found a better solution, save it for later (note side-effect on maxFail, 
bestlndeps) 
156 if(new_maxFail <maxFail) { 
157 maxFail =new _maxFail; 
119 
158 bestlndeps =new _indepSet; 
159 } 
160 if( maxFail == 0 ) return; //We have found a compatible mapping 
161 
162 //4. Recursive calls to the next base_idx (if possible) 
163 base_idx++; 
164 if(base_idx<(n-1)){ 
165 for( inti= base_idx; i < n; i++) { //base_idx was the old start point 








173 Maps the input independences according to the given swapping of vertex identities 
174 @param indeps Base independences. 
175 @param base_idx One index to be swapped. 
176 @param swap_idx The other index for the swap. 
177 @return "indeps" after the indicated swapping. 
178 */ 
179 private Independence[] maplndices( Independence[] indeps, int base_idx, int swap_idx 
){ 
180 if ( indeps ==null ) return null; 
181 Independence[] new _indeps =new Independence[indeps.length]; 
182 for( int i = O; i < indeps.length; i++) { 
183 if( indeps[i] !=null) 
184 new _indeps[i] =(Independence )indeps[i].clone(); 
185 } 
186 if(base_idx != swap_idx) { 
187 //Same as samelndepSwapRec 
188 for( int j = O; j <new _indeps.length; j++) { 
189 if(new _indeps[j].to == base_idx) { 
190 new _indeps[j].to = swap_idx; 
191 } else { 
192 if(new _indeps[j] .to== swap_idx) new _indeps[j].to = base_idx; 
193 } 
194 if(new _indeps[j].from == base_idx) { 
195 new_indeps[j].from=swap_idx; 
196 }else{ 
197 if(new_indeps[j].from==swap_idx) new_indeps[j].from= base_idx; 
198 } 
199 if( new _indeps[j].ev[base_idx] !=new _indeps[j].ev[swap_idx] ) { 
200 new _indeps[j].ev[base_idx] = !new _indeps[j].ev[base_idx]; 




205 return new _indeps; 
206 } 
207 
208 /* * Returns the number of disagreements between the indeps and the independences 
that must and mustn't hold. 
209 * @param indepSet Set of independences to test. 
210 * @param indepToHold Set of independences to hold in a test. 
211 * @param indepToFail Set of dependence to hold in a test. 
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212 * @return Number of times Independences in indepToHold fail +number of times 
Independences in indepToFail hold. 
213 */ 
214 public int countDisagreements( Independence[] indeps, Independence[] indepToHold, 
Independence[] indepToFail, int max.Fail) { 
215 // 1. See if indepToHold \subset new _indep (recording # of disagreements) 
216 boolean foundind; 
217 int new _max.Fail = O; 
218 for( inti= O; i < indepToHold.length; i++) { 
219 foundlnd =false; 
220 for( int j = 0; j < indeps.length; j++) { 
221 if( indepToHold[i].equals( indeps[j])) { 
222 foundlnd =true; 
223 j = indeps.length; //BREAK 
224 } 
225 } 
226 if ( !foundlnd ) { 
227 new _maxFail++; 




232 //2. See if indepToFail \not\subset new _indep (recording # of disagreements) 
233 for( inti= O; i < indepToFail.length; i++) { 
234 for( int j = O; j < indeps.length; j++) { 
235 if( indepToFail[i].equals( indepsfj])) { 
236 new _maxFail++; 
237 if (new _maxFail >max.Fail ) return new _max Fail; 









2 * StructCheck.java 








import java. util. * ; 
import java.io. *; 
I** 
* Utility class to test structural (edge) information taken from a text file on an input 
network. 
11 * 











































public class StructCheck { 
I** Best mapping of vertices. *I 
public static int[] bestMap; 
I** Error of best mapping of vertices. *I 
public static int maxFail; 
I** 
Checks for the edges and non-edges given in the input file. 
@param h Number of the hidden variable 
@param myBN Bayesian network whose edges we're checking. 
*I 
public boolean CheckStruct(int h, BayesianNetwork myBN, String structFile) { 
boolean rtn =true; 
BufferedReader SFile; 
LinkedList[] inputEdges =new LinkedList[ my BN .n]; 
LinkedList[] inputNonEdges =new LinkedList[ myBN .n]; 
for( inti= O; i < inputEdges.length; i++) { inputEdges[i] =new LinkedList(); 
inputNonEdges[i] =new LinkedList(); } 
LinkedList[] changedList; 
111. Parse struct.txt 
try{ 
SFile= new BufferedReader(new FileReader(structFile)); 
while( SFile.ready() ) { 
String line= SFile.readLine(); 
if( line.charAt(O) != '#') { 
String[] temp= line.split(":"); 
if( temp[O].equalslgnoreCase( "edge" ) ) { 
changedList = inputEdges; 
} else if( temp[O].equalslgnoreCase( "nonedge" ) ) { 
changedList = inputNonEdges; 
} else { 
} 
System.err.println("Malformed input line: "+line); 
changedList =null; 
if( changedList != null ) { 
temp=temp[l].split("->"); 
int idx =(new Integer(temp[O])).intValue(); 
if( (idx < changedList.length) && (lnteger.parselnt(temp[l]) < 
changedList.length) ) { 
changedList[idx].add(new Integer(temp[l]) ); 
}else{ 
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55 System.err.println("Edge information outside oflegal vertex #s, 









64 //2. Find the mapping of nodes in struct.txtto nodes in myBN that minimizes error 
65 int[] vertMap=new int[myBN.n ]; 
66 for( inti =0; i <vertMap.length; i++) vertMap[i] =i; 
67 //Setthehidden variable to always beat indexO (for ease ofreference) 
68 vertMap[h] = O; 
69 vertMap[O] = h; 
70 bestMap = vertMap; 
71 maxFail = bestMap.length; 
72 for( inti= 1; i < bestMap.length; i++) { 
73 findConsistentLabelMap( (boolean[][])myBN.edges.clone() 
,h,inputEdges,inputNonEdges,1,i,vertMap); 
74 if( maxFail == 0) return true; 
75 } 
76 
77 //3. Output edges that are incorrect under vertMap 
78 boolean[][] bestEdges =remap Indices( (boolean[][])myBN .edges.clone(), bestMap 
); 
79 // See if inputEdges \subset edges 
80 int new _maxFail = O; 
81 for( int i = O; i < inputEdges.length; i ++) { 
82 for(Listlterator li = inputEdges[i].listlterator(); li.hasNext();) { 
83 int idx = ((lnteger)li.next()).intValue(); 
84 if( !bestEdges[i][idx]) 





89 // See if inputNonEdges \not\subset edges 
90 for( inti= O; i < inputNonEdges.length; i++) { 
91 for(Listlterator li = inputNonEdges[i].listlterator(); li.hasNext();) { 
92 int idx = ((lnteger)li.next()).intV alue(); 
93 if( bestEdges[i][ idx]) 








101 * Recursively tries swapping every assignment of nodes to find a map satisfying 
102 * all the input edges but none of the input nonedges. Takes O(n !) time to 
103 * check mappings. 
104 * @param origEdges Edges in the original graph (prior to swapping). 
105 * @param h Hidden variable index. 
106 * @param inputEdges Hashtable of edges 
123 
107 * @param inputNonEdges Hashtable of non-edges 
108 * @param base_idx Index of one label to be swapped in indepSet. 
109 * @param swap_idx Index of another label to be swapped in indepSet. 
110 * @param vertMap Map of indepSet's indices to indepToHold and indepToFail's. 
111 */ 
112 private int[] findConsistentLabelMap( boolean[][] origEdges, int h, LinkedList[] 
inputEdges, LinkedList[] inputNonEdges, int base_idx, int swap_idx, int[] vertMap) { 
113 //1. Swap the identities of the two idxs in myBN's edge matrix 
114 int[] new _Map= (int[])vertMap.clone(); 
115 if( swap_idx != base_idx) { 
116 int temp=new_Map[swap_idx]; 
117 new_Map[swap_idx] = new_Map[base_idx]; 
118 new_Map[base_idx]=temp; 
119 } 
120 boolean[][] new Edges= remapindices( (boolean[][])origEdges.clone(), new _Map 
); 
121 
122 //2. Find the number of disagreements in this permutation 
123 int new _maxFail = countDisagreements( new Edges, inputEdges, inputNonEdges, 
h); 
124 
125 //3. If we have found a better solution, save itfor later (note side-effect on maxFail, 
bestMap) 
126 if( new _maxFail < maxFail) { 
127 maxFail =new _maxFail; 
128 bestMap =new _Map; 
129 } 
130 if(maxFail ==0) returnbestMap; //We have found a compatible mapping 
131 
132 //4. Recursive calls to the next base_idx (if possible) 
133 base_idx++; 
134 if( base_idx < ( origEdges.length)) { 
135 for( inti= base_idx; i < origEdges.length; i++) { //base_idx was the old start 
point 
136 findConsistentLabelMap( (boolean[][])origEdges.clone(), h, 
inputEdges,inputNonEdges, base_idx, i, new _Map); 
137 } 
138 } 




143 Maps the input edge matrix according to the given vertex map. 
144 @param edges Edges of a graph (assumes square matrix). 
145 @param vMap Map of vertices to other vertices. 
146 @return Input edges under the transformation of the v Map. 
147 */ 
148 public boolean[][] remaplndices( boolean[][] edges, int[] vMap) { 
149 boolean[][] new _edges= new boolean[ v Map.length][ v Map.length]; 
150 for( int r = O; r <edges.length; r++) { 
151 for( int c = O; c <edges.length; c++) { 







158 /* * Returns the number of disagreements between the indeps and the independences 
that must and mustn't hold. 
159 * @param edges Set of edges to test 
160 * @param inputEdges Set of edges to exist. 
161 * @param inputNonEdges Set of non-edges (edges that should not exist in the 
graph). 
162 * @return Number of times edges in inputEdges do not exist+ number of times 
edges in inputNonEdges exist 
163 */ 
164 public int countDisagreements( boolean[][] edges, LinkedList[] inputEdges, 
LinkedList[] inputNonEdges, int h) { 
165 //1. See if inputEdges \subset edges (recording# of disagreements) 
166 int new _maxFail = O; 
167 for( inti= 0; i < inputEdges.length; i++) { 
168 for(Listlterator Ii= inputEdges[i].listlterator(); li.hasNext();) { 
169 int idx = ((lnteger)li.next()).intValue(); 
170 //System.err.println( 11Edgefrom 11 +i+ 11 to 11 + idx+ "?" + edges[i][ idx ]); 
//DEBUG 
171 if( !edges[i][ idx] ) 




176 //2. See if inputNonEdges \not\subset edges (recording# of disagreements) 
177 for( inti= O; i < inputNonEdges.length; i++) { 
178 for(Listlterator Ii= inputNonEdges[i].listlterator(); li.hasNext();) { 
179 int idx = ((lnteger)li.next()).intValue(); 








1 /* * Memory trace aspect for HVTest classes 

























II ajc -inpath HVTest.jar-outjar HVTestTraced.jar AJMemTrace.java 
II java-cp HVTestTraced.jar:aspectjrt.jar HVTest 5 
importjava.util. *; 
public privileged aspect AJMemTrace { 
String[] classesToFind = { "BayesianNetwork", "Graphlso", "Independence", "Path" } ; 
//Counters 
double[] classTotalCounts =new double[ classesToFind.length]; 
double[] classCounts =new double[ classesToFind.length]; 
double netCounter = O; 
Vector countsList =new Vector(lOOO); 
boolean havePrinted =false; 
pointcut ObjCreat() : 
initialization( BayesianNetwork.new( .. )) II initialization( Graphlso.new( .. )) II 
initialization( Independence.new( .. )) II initialization( Path.new( .. )); 
27 pointcut lntermediateObjOutput() : 
28 call( void ObjPrint( .. ) ); 
29 
30 pointcut FinalObjOutput(): 
31 call(* outputTime( .. )); 
32 
33 pointcut EssHVCall(): 
34 call(int[] findSingleEssVs()); 
35 




40 after(): EssHVCall() { 
41 countsList.add( classCounts.clone() ); 
42 for( inti = O; i < classesToFind.length; i++) 
43 classCounts[i] = O; 
44 } 
45 
46 after() : ObjCreat() { 
47 String temp= (thisJoinPoint.getSignature()).getDeclaringTypeName(); 
48 for( inti= O; i <classesToFind.length; i++) { 


















System.out.println("Total allocations of the search:"); 
for( inti= O; i < classesToFind.length; i++) 
System.out.println(11 Numberof 11 + classesToFind[i] + "s = "+ 
classTotaICounts[i]); 
63 System.out.println(); 
64 System.out.println("A verage allocations per network search: 11); 
65 for( inti= O; i < classesToFind.length; i++) 
66 System.out.println("Numberof" + classesToFind[i] + "s = "+ 
. . . classTotalCounts[i]/netCounter+ '',SD="+ 









before(): FinalObjOutput() { 
if( ! havePrinted ) { 
//Print final values 
System.out. println(); 
System.out.println("Total allocations of the search:"); 
for( inti= O; i < classesToFind.length; i++) 751 
76 1 System.out.println("Numberof" + classesToFind[i] + "s = "+ 
. . . I classTotaICounts[i]); 
77 I System.out.println(); 
78 I System.out.println("A verage allocations per network search:"); 
79 I for( inti= O; i < classesToFind.length; i++) 
80 I System.out.println("Numberof" + classesToFind[i] + 11s = 11 + 
... I classTotalCounts[i]/netCounter+ ",SD="+ 







85 I } 
861 
87 l /** 
88 I Computes the standard deviation of the# of objs passed in. 
89 1 @param avgNum Average time spent. 
90 I @param times Times stored as Doubles. 
91 @return Standard deviation of the times from the avgTime. 
92 */ 
93 private static double computeStdDev( double avgNum, Vector num Vect, int idx) { 
94 1 double sd = O; 
95 ' double[] timeSet; 
96 for (Enumeration enumSpaces = num V ect.elements(); 
. . . enumSpaces.hasMoreElements(); ) { 
97 timeSet = (double[])enumSpaces.nextElement(); 
98 sd +=Math.pow( (timeSet[idx] - avgNum) , 2 ); 
99 I } 
100 I sd/=numVect.size(); 
101 , sd = Math.sqrt(sd); 
102 returnsd; 
103 } 
104 
1051} 
I 
